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KY GED PASS RATE IS 82%!!

Call Rich Today To
Sell Your Home!

That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
Come on in and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut St. in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to Wpm'
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Byars says
her practice
puts patients
as top priority
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Rousing success
Rotary Parade's first night journey
gets rave review:',4.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Nurse practitioner Kim Byars
has made a commitment to provide healthcare in what she says
is a different manner.
Her Byars QuikCare office is
a direct-pay practice, believed
to be the only one of its type in
the
commonwealth
of
Kentucky.
That means she chooses to
bypass insurance companies by
charging flat fees for services
rendered. Anybody is allowed
partake of that, whether he has
insurance or not. She also vows
to spend as much time with her
patients as possible, which is
why she does not allow her
schedule to become too full.
"For instance, today, I'm seeing only five patients," she said
one day recently as she prepared for her next case after
spending at least 20 minutes
with her first patient of the day,
18-year-old Mitchell Fralick of
Murray, who had come to her
for an upper respiratory problem of some type. Most of that
was spent talking with him
about how he had been feeling,
along with probing for any
abnormalities he could remember in the weeks leading up to
his ailment developing.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT/
Ledger & Times photos
TOP: With a team of lighted reindeer and surrounded by elves on a lighted
sleigh, Santa Claus graced
the presence of Saturday's
first-ever nighttime version
of the Rotary Club of
Murray Christmas Parade.
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You alone are the LORD.
You made the heavens, even
the highest heavens, and all
their starry host, the earth
and all that is on it, the seas
and all that is in them. You
give life to everything, and
the multitudes of heaven worship you.
Nehemiah 9:6

LEFT: This view looking
west on Main Street out of
the Murray court square
gives an idea of how
packed the parade route
was Saturday.

It would appear the verdict is
in as far as how Murray feels
about its Christmas parade
being a nighttime affair.
After Saturday's debut, it
seems to be overwhelmingly
approved. And Donna Poston,
who has now coordinated this
event for the 11th straight year
for the Rotary Club of Murray.,
could not be happier.
"It was the right thing to do,”;
said Poston, who admitted to
having been an opponent of the
switch from a morning event
after so many years. Her argu,
ment, she said, had been in the
name of safety out of fear that
the darkness might cause.
child to not be seen by thee0
guiding an approaching float',
resulting in an accident.
That did not happen Saturday,
but it was more than relief that
left Poston in happy-filled tears
at the conclusion of the event.
"I finally relented because I
knew people could really enjoy
this. My gosh! We had such a
great turnout tonight," she said,
standing in a court square still
buzzing with people tossing
positive comments about inifie
wake of what they had just v?jinessed.
The majority of those comments, as well as others heard
during the parade, all fell along
the lines of the same idea, the
crowd size was unlike anything
seen for a parade in Murray in
quite some time.
"It's the biggest I've seen since
I've been here," said Terry Little,
a well-known event photographer in Murray, who said he was
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LBL coalition celebrates
year of positive results
By 010Rtr
Staff Writer
Things are looking up for the Coalition for the
Preservation of Land Between the Lakes after a potentially devastating year.
The group confronted their target issue earlier in the
year: the Pisgah Bay Project. The project included the
commercial logging of 4,400 acres with additional thinning. herbicides, and prescribed fire.
The project was cancelled in July after public listening sessions with the Forest Service and the community. Yet Wade White, judge/executive of Lyon County
and LBL Coalition member, reported that additional
concessions have made.
). See COALITION Peg* 3
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MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Tirewps
SEASON'S GREETINGS IN SONG: The Murray Woman's Club welcomed community members and friends to the annual Holiday Open House Sunday afternoon. The Music Department of
the Woman's Club performed classic Christmas songs with a twist, including a medley with Jingle
Bells and the theme from the classic Nutcracker Suite. The day also included performances kora
choral groups representing Calloway County and Murray high schools.
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EATHER

Forecast
%he National Weather Service
'Today: Patchy fog before
ilam. Otherwise, partly
pnny, with a high near 53.
North
northwest
wind
ground 6 mph becoming
calm in the afternoon.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
Nkith a low around 36. Calm

wind
becoming
south
around 5 mph after midnight.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a
high near 58. South southwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 42.
South southwest wind 6 to 9
mph.
Wednesday:
Mostly
sunny, with a high near 58.
Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 43.
South wind around 5 mph.
Thursday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 60. South
wind 5 to 9 mph.
Thursday
Night:
A
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 49.
South wind around 7 mph.

Nurse practitioner Kim
Byars
checks the
heart of
patient
Mitchell
Fralick of
Murray
recently as
he sought
attention
for an
upper respiratory illness at her
clinic in
Murray.
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Watching the Weather
- with Justin Holland

24 degrees recorded on November 22
,iustin Holland, official government weather observer for Murray,
reported that the high temperature for the month was 77 degrees on
Npvember 5. The low temperature for the month was 24 degrees on
November 22. Average temperatures for the month were a high of
63 'degrees which was five degrees above normal and a low of 45
degrees which was seven degrees above normal.
'Thunder was reported on November 6 and 17. Fog was observed
otiNovember 3 and 10. The highest wind gust reported was 39 mph
oh:November 18.
,Precipitation of 9.05 inches was listed for the month. This was
.69" November 6, .46" November 11, .30" November 16, 2.00"
Naitember 17, 1.60" November 18, .20" November 21, .15"
Nttdiember 27, 2.65". November 28, .70" November 29 and .30"
Ntwember 30. The normal precipitation for November is 4.29 inchThe weather outlook for December calls for above normal temperatures and above normal precipitation. MI
IT SAYS
THAT SANTA 15
OUTSOURCING
THIS YEAR

Dec. 7
18 shopping
days to Christmas

From Front
"That's where you learn'
what's really going on. You've
got to take your time and let the
one who is not feeling well tell
you what is wrong. That's why
I'm here; I'm here to help them
be well again," she said, before
going into the more extensive
examination portion of the visit.
This included using a stethoscope to check his heart, taking
a blood pressure check, along
with using an otoscope that provided light to check Fralick's
throat, nose, eyes and ears. That
led to additional questions from
Byars, which Fralick was happy
to answer.
"She's known me since I was
little," said Fralick, who was
paying for this visit from money
he had accumulated from working two jobs six days a week.
"I've been here before and I've
always felt better, 'and the
biggest Ihing'-for 'Me i5 that "I
knew I was going to get taken

care of. She's great for that." .
It is all about the patient for
Byars, who said her financial
arrangement for patients does
not amount to a lucrative situation by any means for her. That
is not why she decided to travel
this road, which, as far as
Kentucky goes, is a lonely one.
"It truly is a calling," she said,
discussing her deep Christian
faith. "In 2012, I opened my
own practice as a nurse practitioner with the belief that I
could provide quality health
care at reasonable, transparent
prices. Now with an active
patient base of over 3,000, this
business model has proven a
success which endures today.
"I was ready to retire, but
there was something within me
that was wanting more.
"My policy also is that nothing :leaves here. That is, if a
'patient) idiscusses something
with rne,i4 will never leave
here. I haive the patient's best
interests and I will always pro-

-Front Front

on
Thursday, December 10th
from 2-5 p.m.
Everyone is Invited
Santa will have goody bags
for all the kids.
Inside Medical Arts Bldg.

MURRAY

LEDGERSJIMES

shootiii the event for the 10th time overall.
"Me and my wife (Judi) had also watched one
before I started shooting it, and it's never had
this kind of crowd.
.
"Really,it's not surprising to hie. When you
consider the uniqueness of it, being we've
never had one here like this before,that meant
that people were interested. Plus, sometimes,
having something like this in the evening or
late afternoon, is a lot easier for people to
attend than, say, the morning like it has been.
You have a lot of things happening around
here on Saturday mornings; people may be
freer to do stuff later."
Amber Meadows of Murray seemed to
agree with this assessment as she watched
from her vantage point at the intersection of
Fifth and Main streets.
"My kids might be up by 9 a.m. for something like that," she said as children Emerson,
6, and Andrew, shy of I year, were watching
the units move past while wearing their own
strands of colored Christmas lights. "It's just
a cool thing. I just thought it was a fun idea
when I started hearing about it a while back,
and I hope this is how it stays."
"I saw one of these a few years ago in
Louisville, and it just looked great." said
Missy Smith of Kirksey."There's lots of other

places around here (including her hometown
of Paducah, as well as Mayfield. Benton and
Paris, Tennessee) that have gone to this kind
of thing so I think it's good that Murray is
doing this too.Poston said Saturday's event attracted 56
different units, which was actually one or two
past the limit previously set. She said expansion of that number will receive serious consideration for next year, off of Saturday's
results.
"People will be wanting to be part of this I
think,so, yes, we will have to think about that
for next year," she said, going back to earlier
as she stood at 10th Street where the units
were lining up, where she began to realize
that an idea she had fought seemed headed for
a positive conclusion."I knew it immediately
when the first units started heading out, and
tonight, was the first time I've ever walked
the whole parade route all the way. I mean the
whole (side areas of Main Street from
Memorial Baptist Church to the Briggs &
Stratton plant) was just covered.
"It really was beautiful."
One award was given for floats, which
Poston said will become a "traveling trophy."
Voted on by texts from parade goers,
Saturday's award went to the Candy Land
display for Lowe's. II

Safety Administration and was
the first provider in Murray to
earn this accreditation. Last I
knew, we offered the cheapest
rates for DOT's and are in the
minority of practices who perform them every day we are
open without regard to time,
provider availability, or office
policy."
Sick visits bring a flat fee of
$60, including, minor lab tests such as for strep, mononucleosis, urinalysis, pregnancy, and
finger stick glucose, as well as
for in-office injections deemed
medically necessary.
"Even patients who require
more than one of(the injections)
included services pay the same
fee," she
said.
$60
"Complicated
procedures
including office surgery is a $60
flat fee plus a $20-$3,0 additional fee depending uphill the complexity of the procedure."
All physicals reqliiring additional paperwork are $75.0
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Emerson Meadows, 6, of Murray came
not only' dressed for the chilly air
Saturday in downtown Murray, but was
also decked out in a strand of colored
lights.

We at PARKER FORD would lik.. to wish everfone a
///
rf 77v ( -,//7/1/ma;.
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tect that."
Byars said she believes her
service also can be quite important with the uncertainty of
healthcare currently. Kentucky's
Medicaid program could undergo changes under new Gov.
Matt Bevin, while Congress
continues to fight over provisions included in the Affordable
Care Act.
As a nurse practitioner, she
can prescribe medications,
develop treatment plans for
acute and chronic diseases,
along with perform diagnostic
tests and screenings. She also
can handle physical exams for
people seeking commercial driver's licenses or who may be
applying for recertification.
"Those are some of my
favorite people that I deal with,"
Byars said of those drivers.
"You get to hear so much about
their lives told the things they
get to experience,
"I am a credentialed examiner
for the Federal Motor Carrier
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Program signups underway

MSU students research GMO industry

The they have owned or operated
Calloway the land for at least 12 months
County prior to close of the CRP gentrFarm al enrollment period. Eligible
Service land must have been planted or
Agency is considered planted to an agricurrently cultural commodity for 4 of the
accepting 6 years from 2008-2013.
By Shariisa general sign The land must be physically
up offers
and legally capable of being
Smothennan for
the
planted with no planting restricCalloway
ConservCounty Farm ation tions due to an easement or
Service Agency Reserve other legally binding instrument. Enrollment offers are
Program.
ranked
according to the
The
Conserv- Environmental Benefits Index
ation and are competing nationwide
Reserve Program is a voluntary with other offers ranked using
program that contracts with the same criteria.
Land that is accepted and
agricultural producers so that
enrolled
in the CRP program
environmentally sensitive agricultural land is not farmed or will be eligible for cost share
ranched, but instead is used for assistance to establish conserconservation benefits. The vation practices as set forth by
General CRP signup will run Natural
Resource
and
through Feb. 26.
Conservation Services.
CRP participants establish
Producers wishing to enroll in
long term, resource-conserving the General CRP signup or who
plant species, such as approved would like more information on
grasses or trees to control ero- USDA Conservation programs
sion, improve water quality and may visit the Murray USDA
develop wildlife habitat. In Service Center at 88 Robertson
return, FSA provides partici- Road South or by calling 270pants with rental payments and 753-1781.
cost-share assistance.
Contract duration is between
Sharlisa Smotherman is the
10 and 15 years.
County Executive Director at
A producer will be eligible to
USDA-Farm Service Agency.IN
offer the land for enrollment if

Special to Use Ledger
Murray State students Hannah
Martin, Rachel Finke along with
business professors David Dun,
Murphy Smith and Murray
State alumnus Audie Cherry
researched the GMO food
industry and wrote a paper entitled Analysis of GMO Food
Products Companies: Financial
Risks and Opportunities in the
Global Agriculture Industry.
The paper was presented in
October at the Melbourne
International Business and
Social
Science
Research
Conference, which featured
researchers from 14 countries.
"Use of genetically modified
organisms in crops and food
products has become one of the
most controversial issues in
world society. Acceptance or
rejection of GMO foods will
have a major impact on people's
nutrition and health. Proponents
of GMO foods perceive that
them as a solution for global
problems such as climate
change and world hunger.
"Detractors of GMO foods are
concerned about potential
unpredictable consequences.
First sold in gic..ery stores in
1994, GMO foods are now sold
in virtually all chain supermarkets, with the most pervasive
GM foods being soy-,corn-, and
wheat-based products." Martin
said.

Photo provided

Rachel Finke of Metropolis, Illinois and Hannah Martin of
College Station, Texas presented a paper at the Melbourne
International Business and Social Science Research
Conference which featured researchers from 14 countries.
The debate over GM products
has left many scientists confounded. A 2015 survey by the
Pew Research Center found
that 88 percent of the scientists
indicated genetically modified
foods are safe to eat, which
contrasts with just 37 percent of
the public saying GM foods are
safe.
"Findings indicate that GMO
companies had an average
higher return on equity but also
a higher level of risk. While

research indicates that use of
GMO technology is perhaps the
most effective way to provide
food, with improved nutritional
quality, to the world's poorest
people, GMO opponents have
been effective in limiting GMO
acceptance by the public. The
ultimate acceptance or rejection
of GMO foods will greatly
affect food producers, distributors, retailers, and most importantly, consumers," the paper
•,.
stated. MI

USDA announces enrollment period for Safety Net Coverage beginning on Dec. 7
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S.
Department of Agriculture
Service
Agency
Farm
Administrator Val Dolcini
announced on Dec. 3 that producers who chose coverage
from the safety net programs
established by the 2014 Farm
Bill, known as the Agriculture
Risk Coverage or the Price Loss
Coverage programs, can begin
visiting FSA county offices
starting Dec. 7 to sign contracts
to enroll in coverage for 2016.
The enrollment period will
continue until Aug. 1, 2016.
"The choice between ARC

Upland cotton is no longer a
lished by the program.
The two programs were covered commodity.
authorized by the 2014 Farm
For more details regarding
programs,
visit
Bill and offer a safety net to these
agricultural producers when www.fsa.usda.goviarc-plc.
there is a substantial drop in
For more information, proprices or revenues for covered ducers are encouraged to visit
commodities. Covered com- their local FSA office. To find a
FSA
office, visit
modities include barley, canola, local
large and small chickpeas, corn, http://offices.usda.gov.
crambe,
flaxseed,
grain
The ARC and PLC programs
sorghum, lentils, mustard seed, were made possible by the 2014
oats, peanuts, dry peas, rape- Farm Bill, which builds on hisseed, long grain rice, medium
grain rice (which includes short
grain and sweet rice), safflower
seed, sesame, soybeans, sunflower seed and wheat.

and PLC is completed and
remains in effect through 2018,
but producers must still enroll
their farm by signing a contract
each year to receive coverage,"
said Dolcini.
Producers are encouraged to
contact their local FSA office to
schedule an appointment to
enroll. If a farm is not enrolled
during the 2016 enrollment
period, producers on that farm
will not be eligible for financial
assistance from the ARC or
PLC programs should crop
prices or farm revenues fall
below the historical price or
revenue benchmarks estab-

toric economic gains in rural
America over the past six years,
while achieving meaningful
reform and billions of dollars in
savings for taxpayers.
Since erKictmeN, UARIA has
macfelainificant protess to
implement each provision of
this critical legislation, including providing disaster relief to
farmers and ranchers; strengthening risk management tools;
expanding access to rural credit;

Special to the Ledger
LOUISVILLE — Calloway
County Farm Bureau was recognized during the 96th
Kentucky Farm Bureau annual
meeting in Louisville for its
outstanding membership and
program achievement in 2015.
The award honors county
Farm Bureau offices who meet
the company's profitability
requirements and whose insurance policy growth meets or
exceeds its annual growth
goal.•

Nitrrettt
Serving Calloway County
Farmers Since 1919

funding critical research; establishing innovative public-private conservation partnerships;
developing new markets fq1
rural-made
products; and
investing in infrastructure,
housing and community facilities to help improve quality of
life in rural America.
For more information, visit
www.usda.gov/farmbill.

• in
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Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Calloway County Farm
Bureau recognized

•

"Part of the controversy surrounding genetically modified
organisms includes human
health and environmental concerns. While nations, such as
those in the European Union,
are able to adequately produce
agricultural products without
genetically modified products,
there are other nations, notably
those less developed, that are
facing extreme difficulty providing an adequate and stable
food supply for their naticnal
economy and citizen consumption," said Flake.
The study describes the most
well-known GM rice crop is
provitamin A-rich 'Golden
Rice,' which is especially beneficial in developing countries
suffering from vitamin A deficiency.
Vitamin A deficiency can
result in a variety of serious
health problems, including loss
of sight and diminished ability
to fight infections. Past research
indicates that improved vitamin
A nutritional status attained
from eating Golden Rice could
prevent thousands of young
children's deaths annually.
Some objections to Golden
Rice and other GM crops by
people in the Western world
may be due to lack of understanding of the appalling nutrition situation found in many
developing countries.
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HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
)meone ...ith experience %../ith an offset printing press but vill train
Irle right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and do\.7n ladders, able to lift up to
50 lbs.

•

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time po,
on with the opportunity to grov., into a full-time position. This is
—iicinight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able t,
''t up to 25 lbs.

APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger &Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dstom

murrayledger.com

Parents:

Please mail or bring in to the office:
Murray Ledger & Times f PO Box 10401 Murray, KY 42071
or email mh@murrayledger.com
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
MWC Delta Dept. to meet
Photo provided
CC ALUMNI & ASSOCIATES MAKE DONATION:
Pictured is Julie Dabney's
first-grade class at North
Calloway Elementary School
who were .the recipients of
the $50 classroom donation
from
the
Alumni
and
Associates of Calloway
County Schools. Dabney will
use the donation for new
headphones for the classroom !Pads. Visit Facebook -Calloway County Alumni and
Associates - to see how this
nonprofit organization is
enhancing Calloway County
Schools.•

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Wednesday,Dec.9 at II a.m.for
a lunch meeting at The Willow Bistro. The program will be "I Haven't Been There Yet!" The
hostess is Susan O'Neill.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held Wednesday,
Dec.
9 at 5:30 p.m. at the American Legion
Datebook
fee is $5. For more information,call
Class
Hall.
Martha
Finney Andrus, Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for the
class. Everyone is welcome.
Community
editor

Library board will meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet
Wednesday, Dec.9 at 4:30 p.m.

Seeking bell ringers
The Salvation Army is seeking volunteer bell ringers for
Saturday, Dec. 12. This opportunity is open to college student
organizations, civic and church groups and anyone in the community who would like to volunteer. Contact Kerry Lambert at 270753-7265 and leave a message.

Breakfast with Santa scheduled

Bauernfeind College professors win
'Best Paper' award at conference
HAPPENINGS

Jan
By Ann= Peeler
bi4
e Christmas season is speit's also EXHAUSTcjaT
This week was no exon. Monday we did our
-Mart shopping, played
Mite Rook and Bingo and then
Atrback and enjoyed caroling,
try0he MSU students during our
dinner.
.igur book mobile brought us
se gait, reading and then
‘3gkrelaxed to milsie by the One
Man Band, Richard Den'n?s.
„Wednesday we were "on the
r`oad" to the Kentucky Opry for
tic& Country Christmas show.
ON' loved all of the talented
singing Christmas songs
eh* it seemed to give xt441**:
•;f
elitist:Inas Spirit.
.1hursday we -did our exereisi
teg (trying to keep the pounds
from really adding up eating all
Of the cakes, candies and other
delicious Christmas desserts),
then the afternoon we had a spe64treat with Gary Vacca and
his lovely piano playing.
Obtr birthday folks this week
are.Barbara Brandon and Dorothy Hurley. Neither one is
telling their ages but they still
bok great whatever it is. Happjv.Birthday to both of you and
many more!
rule staff of Hickory Woods
ciliebrated Saturday night with
ir Christmas party at Fresh
aiket Restaurant in Paris. Eveqone filled up with prime rib
teak topped off with some
fantastic cheesecake and othecVelicious desserts. We had
ND playing some games, even
dee restaurant's staff got into
the party. The employees went
aviity from the evening with a
fall belly and some bonus montheir pockets. All in all a
gqd night was had by all.
calendars are still on
sale at Hickory Woods for
I. Come by and pick up
or more.They make great
presents. You can
Hickory Woods at 270to reserve your cal-

Special to the Ledger
Three professors from the
Arthur J. Bauernfeind College
of Business at Murray State
University recently authored a
peer reviewed paper that won
the "Best Paper Award" in the
Business Education Category at
the Academy of Business
Research • international conference in Boca Raton, Florida.
Dr. Gerry N. Muuka, interim
dean; Dr. Bellarmine A.Ezumah
ancl Dr. Kevin Qualls, both
assistant professors in the
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications, wrote
the winning paper titled "A Tale
of Academic Dishonesty among
International Graduate Students:
Insights from an AACSB and
ACEJMC Accredited Business
School."
Ezumah and Qualls presented
the paper in Florida. Participants
who. voted for the best paper
were from a total of 34 nations
including the U.S, Britain,
Australia, Germany, Japan,
Netherlands, Portugal, Poland,
India,France and Italy. The winning paper deals with one of the
most consequential issues in
colleges
and
universities
today—that of academic dishonesty among students. It reiterates the importance of academic integrity as a quality that
accentuates the reputation of a
school but in a deeper sense,
prepares students for responsible citizenship.
Their study reveals that for
some international students,
academic dishonesty transcends
ethical considerations and

litterbaek Rd.• Murray, KY
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touches on inherent cultural and
psychological underpinnings
that compel such students to
cheat. One of the paper's major
recommendations for colleges
and universities is for a shift in
mind-set, among faculty and
other key stakeholders, so that
academic integrity among students becomes a campus-wide,
all-inclusive effort that permeates all major units on college
campuses.
It concludes with a proposal
for the introduction of an
Assurance of Honesty (AoH)
Database, whose primary function is to ensure that constituent
units on campuses can share
data on students who may have
cheated in other units in each
institution. This move, it is
hoped, will engender a robust
culture of aggressively molding
student ethical conduct campuswide.
Muuka is the interim dean of
the Arthur J. Bauernfeind
College of Business since July
1. Intellectual contributions that
include peer reviewed journal
articles (PRE),such as the winning paper alluded to here, are
part of a broader strategy that he
and the six chairs in the college
have re-emphasized in order to
raise the international scholarly
profile of the college. He directs
the largest graduate program at
Murray State University, the
MBA, which enrolls over 200
students every semester for the
past four years.
Since joining Murray State
University in 1994, Muuka has
published 44 articles in peerreviewed journals, and is the
author of two books and more
than 40 chapters in books and
conference proceedings. He
received his bachelor's degree
in business, summa cum laude,
from the Copperbelt University
in Zambia, his MBA from
Murray State University and his
Ph.D. from the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland, where
he
was
on
a
British
Commonwealth Scholarship.

This is the fourth Best Paper
Award for Ezumah since joining
Murray State University in the
fall of 2011 as an assistant professor in the Department of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications. She was a
Frederick Douglass Scholar at
Howard University while working on her Ph.D. Her research
interests center on emergent
technologies and social media
networks and their impact on
learning and communication,
media effects and news analysis,
as well as accreditation issues
and international communications. She has published nine
PRJs, four of which have been
best papers at international conferences. In addition, she has
published four chapters in
books, 10 conference proceedings, and has presented 14
papers at conferences in the
U.S, Greece, and Jamaica.
Qualls is the television production sequence head in the
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications where
he has served as an assistant
professor since 2008. He is a
licensed attorney admitted to
practice in Virginia and
Kentucky. His current research
interests include the ethical and
legal issues related to social
media, trial publicity and estate
planning for intellectual property. While earning his Juris
Doctorate
from
Liberty
University, Dr. Qualls worked in
the United States Attorney's
office in the Western District of
Virginia where he helped prosecute cases involving media and
where evidence was media
based. He earned a master's
degree in journalism from
Marshall University and a bachelor's degree in telecommunications from the University of
Kentucky. His recent article,
"The Answer to Pretrial
Publicity is a Better Question"
will soon be published in the
peer-reviewed
Journal of
Criminal Justice and Legal
Issues. 1111

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will present
"Breakfast with Santa," on Saturday,Dec. 12,from 9:30-11:30 a.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club House. Tickets are available at
Carey's, Ribbon Chix, Vintage Rose, The Plaid Rabbit, Tattletales,
Gate 28, Penique's, The Place, Flowers by Whitney and at the door
the day of the event. Visit and have a picture taken with Santa.
Breakfast will be served along with crafts and cookie decorating
during the event. Proceeds will benefit local community projects.

CCHS SBDM Council will meet
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Wednesday,Dec.9 at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Parkinson's group to meet Tuesday
The Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 8 at
noon for a holiday potluck luncheon at the home of Ron and
Barbara Tremblay,6548 KY 94 E (wagon wheels are at the driveway entrance). Bring a dish to share. Chicken and dressing will be
provided. For more information, call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845.

Fire Protection Board plans meeting
The regular meeting of the Fire Protection District Board will be
Monday, Dec. 7, at 6 p.m at the CCFR Station #1, 101 East
Sycamore. The public is invited to attend.

ALS Support Group will meet Thursday
The Murray ALS Support Group will meet Thursday, Dec. 10 at
6 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Please note the change in meeting room. There will be a
remembrance ceremony and Christmas dinner for families and
friends. Please RSVP to Mitzi Cathey at 270-293-1746 by Monday,
Dec. 7.

CCRTA Christmas luncheon planned
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday, Dec. 14 at 11:30 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse
for their catered Christmas luncheon. The cost will be $10 and
reservations must be made by Wednesday, Dec. 9. Send reservations to Larry Guin at Lguin@murraystate.edu or call 270-7536207. The Murray Woman's Club Music Department, under the
direction of Kathy Mowery, will present the program.

Southwest SBDM Council to meet
The Southwest Elementary Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet Tuesday, Dec. 8 at 4 p.m. in the conference room.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Dec. 8 from 10-11 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information, call Janet West at 270-435-4467.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call 270753-6695.

MWC board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, Dec. 7 at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Kelso, president, urges all board members to attend.

Murray Star meeting to be held
The Murray Star Chapter Number 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday, Dec. 8. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and the
meeting will follow at 7 p.m.

Dialysis support group will meet

"I'm Alive... because
of o
donation!"

A dialysis support group meeting will be held at 4 p.m.,Tuesday,
Dec.8 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness. The meeting is open to patients, family members or
community members who are affected by, know someone affected
by or are interested in learning more about kidney disease and dialysis. For more information,call Tasha Mitchell 270-759-3080.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

The public is invited to Bingo Night every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Road. For more information,call Kevin at 270-293-7061.

YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Medicarc Supplements — 0(.t. 15- Of ;th
Health Insurance — Nov 1 ;1
'z1 :t

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
. 210 3 12th St.• Murray • www.stonelong.com
The Arcot Lorpest Selection ofDiabetic Shoes

•

hy toda

270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LIC
113 S. 4th St. on the Square •(270) 293-8817
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com
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Joseph Franklin "Joe" McClard
Joseph Franklin "Joe" McClard,80,of Murray, Kentucky passed
away peacefully surrounded by his family on Friday, Dec. 4, 2015
at his home after an extended illness.
He was born on May 28, 1935 in Calloway County, Kentucky,to
Vessie H. McClard and Lillian Falwell Carraway.
Mr. McClard was a lifelong Baptist and proud of his faith. He was
a retired Murray businessman as co-owner of McClard's Shell
Station and Towing Service. This location was opened in April 1961
and was a fixture at Sixth and Main streets for 36 years until July
26, 1997 when they closed their doors and relocated the towing
business to Seventh Street.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a sister, Hazel McClard
Vickers; brother-in-law/business partner, Vic and son-in-law Allen
Cunningham.
Mr. McClard is survived by one daughter, Vicki Lynn McClard of
Murray; granddaughter Katlyn Jump of Nashville, Tennessee; two
nieces, Sheila Haley of Murray and S. Leigh Angle of Mississippi;
four great- nephews, several cousins and his two canine companions whom he loved dearly.
Joe was a loving father, grandfather, and uncle who enjoyed the
time spent with family and friends. He enjoyed drinking coffee with
his friends and "station" brothers whom he loved like family. He
had a remarkable personality and always greeted everyone with a
smile; he never met a stranger. Joe will be greatly missed and fondly remembered by all those who knew and loved him.
A memorial service to celebrate his life will be scheduled at a later
date
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Lodger & Times Ms photos
LEFT: Timber Program Manager Dennis Wilson takes
notes during the second round of public comments
amid a debate over U.S. Forest Service management
practices at Land Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area.
RIGHT: Keeping sights like this grassland demonstration area from becoming commonplace at LBL is one
of the things over which the coalition has battled.

Between the Lakes is moving in
a new and positive direction,"
"Not only has the Pisgah Bay said White.
Project been cancelled, but the
Besides the Pisgah . Bay
Forest Service has announced Project cancellation, the group
that there will not be any com- is celebrating the completion of
mercial logging in LBL for the many of their other goals.
entirety of 2016," said White.
White said that he heard from
White underscored the magni- group member Richy Moore
tude of the Forest Service's about improvements at the
decisions.
Hillman Ferry Campground in
"Usually, they (the Forest the last few weeks.
Service) just release projects
"Two new shelters have been
and go on with it no matter who replaced, a new foot bridge at
complains. This time, for the the playground started and sevfirst time, they scrapped the eral loads of rip rap and dense
project after hearing our grade have been delivered with
requests."
a promise of major work on the
White also thanked Tina roads and campsites to start this
Tilley, the region's Forest month," Moore said. "There
Service area supervisor, for hasn't been any significant
serving as a conduit between the repair or maintenance there in
Forest Service and the commu- years."
nity groups.
"The Forest Service has also
"Tina will come down and agreed to work with the
visit with us personally and, Coalition in writing a grant to
under her leadership, Land

From Front

Guy Stanley Wilson Jr.
Guy Stanley Wilson Jr., 75, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday,
Dec. 5,2015 at his-home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this at the The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home Home is in charge.

•

on-Making
media cen-

3 arrested after federal judge
robbed at gunpoint at home
CINCINNATI (AP)- A federal
judge and her husband, a prominent
former class-action trial attorney,
were robbed at gunpoint in their
suburban Cincinnati home Friday
night, and three suspects were
arrested almost immediately, police
said.
Judge Susan Dlott and her husband. Stanley Chesley, were
unnerved but fine after the ordeal,
Lt. Rich White of the Indian Hill
Rangers police department said
Saturday. The robbery began late
Friday night when three men with
guns kicked in the basement door of
the couple's home in suburban
Indian Hill, he said. The three had
begun removing items from the
house when they were confronted
by Chesley, White said.
The couple was then held at gunpoint while they were robbed of
money, credit cards and identification and then taken into the garage
where the suspects apparently
planned to steal a car, White said.
Chesley was pushed down stairs at
one point, he said.
But in the garage, the suspects
heard a noise and ran out of the
house, he said. The couple fled into
the woods, made it to a neighbor
and called for help about 10:40 p.m.
Almost at the same time, police in
neighboring Madeira pulled over a
vehicle for a stop sign violation and
determined the individuals in the
car may have been involved in the
robbery, White said. Personal items
from Dlott and Chesley's house
were in the car, he said.
Three suspects were being held in
the Hamilton County Justice Center

Saturday, charged with two counts
each of aggravated robbery and
abduction. Police identified two of
the suspects as Terry Jackson Jr.. 21
and Darrell Kinney, 20.
White identified the third suspect
as Demetrius Ivor,, 20. The
Hamilton County Justice Center
identified the suspect as Demetrius
Williams.
The couple is uneasy about what
happened, said White, who emphasized that police believe they arrested everyone involved.
"When you have people pointing
guns in their faces, and holding
them at gunpoint,it's a little unnerving,I'm sure," White said.
Dlott was appointed to the federal
bench by President Bill Clinton in
1995 and has overseen numerous
notable cases in her career. Last
year, she allowed a lawsuit by 10
tea party groups to move forward
against the Internal Revenue
Service, rejecting a request by the
federal government to dismiss all
the allegations that the agency subjected conservative groups to additional, often burdensome scrutiny.
Chesley is a former attorney who
won a $200 million settlement in
2001 for diet drug clients. Once
dubbed the "Master of Disaster" for
his prowess in winning large Classaction cases, he was disbarred by
the Kentucky Supreme Court in
2013 for taking more than $20 million in attorney's fees from the settlement, which exceeded the
amount established by his client
contracts and his contracts with cocounsel.•
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on the horizon," commander Scott
Kelly repotted in a tweet.
To NASA's relief, the weather
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) cooperated after three days of high
- A U.S. shipment of much-needed wind and cloudy skies that kept the
groceries and other astronaut sup- Atlas V rocket firmly on the ground.
toward
the Everything came together on the
plies rocketed
International Space Station for the fourth launch attempt, allowing the
first time in months Sunday, reignit- unmanned Atlas to blast off in late
ing NASA's commercial delivery afternoon with 7,400 pounds of
space station cargo, not to mention
service.
If the Orbital ATIC capsule arrives some Christmas presents for the
at the space station Wednesday as awaiting crew.
Just before liftoff, Bruno urged,
planned, it will represent the first
"Everyone cross your fingers and
U.S. delivery since spring.
"Santa is on his way!" Tory Bruno, think happy weather thoughts."
It apparently waked.
president of rocket maker United
The Atlas soared through clouds
Launch Alliance, announced via
and,21 minutes later,ended up plazWitter.
More than anyone,perhaps,the six ing the Cygnus cargo carrier in the
space station astronauts were perfect orbit. Ecstatic launch conthrilled. They managed to photo- trollers applauded, shook hands and
graph the rising Cygnus from their hugged one another. This is about as
windows as both craft sailed over the good as it gets," said Vernon Thorp,a
Atlantic. "Caught something good United Launch Alliance manager. IN
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer

Health Insurance
Open Enrollment
Overwhelmed?
Losing Coverage? Questions?
No extra expense with using an agent.

t 6:30 p.m
infortna-

the National Forest Foundation
for matching funds to further
develop the North-South Trail,"
White added. "The grant may
cover needed items like water
cisterns for thirsty hikers, better
trail markers, and developing a
quality trail map."
White said that the Forest
Service is also recognizing that
there are major gaps in what
they know about current conditions at LBL and the Coalition
will provide input.
The Forest Service proposed
an Area Management Plan that
would cover a wide range of
issues including: forest inventories, rare species, old forest
locations, areas of special interest to people, impaired watersheds,trail conditions and more.
The plan is scheduled for
release in 2019, but the
Coalition wants the release date
to be moved up.

"The goal is to inventory thel
landscapes at the local level:
with surveying, trying to determine where's what and what .;
we've got out here," White said.
"We are working with Tilia
They in order to put togethetrc
list of items and surveys needelil:','
prior to beginning a Pl
Revision. With this, we
.
monitor the Forest Service ant;
work with them to make sort r:
r
things stay on track."
White emphasized that there
are still many things that the
Coalition is looking to get done 1
within the coming years.
;
"We're still looking at road
and bridge repairs throughotst:;:
the park, among many othei.
things," White said."This is riot %
the and of the coalition, we sdll.;
have a lot of work to do and we;
look forward to working wilh
Tina and the Forest Service in:
the future."•

Liftoff: 1st US shipment in months
successfully heads to space station

will meet
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Call Marilyn or Payton today at 270-753-4199
Providing answersfor over 50 years.

Dec. 7th
31st

Guidance Today for Tomorrow's. Needs

518 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-455-4199
www.McConnellinsurance.com

Staff Report
The quick thinking of a homeowner Sunday afternoon is credited k
.:
with preventing solving a potentially dangerous situation at a resit,
dence on Mitchell Drive.
City of Murray Fire Department Capt. Sean Kelly said MF430
received a call of a kitchen fire in progress at about 2:30 p.tit:r
However, when his unit - a single engine company - arrived on the
scene he said, all was calm as the homeowner had used a dry-cheiti:
ical extinguisher to knock out the grease fire on the kitchen stove:,
very quickly.
;
"If it's not a standard thing for houses, it definitely should be."-.;
Kelly said of the importance of extinguishers inside homes."Thete
was no damage done with this one, and that's because she took
action so quickly.
"We had everybody coming (standard response for a call like this 4
with MFD is to send three engine companies and a ladder truck),
Also,for any structure fire call, we also have the ambulance go on ;
the run as well. We were able to (call off) the other units when WI •.
got here. That's the kind of call we like to have."•
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Murray Independent School District's
Deetructkat of Records Notice
In accordance with district procedures and records
retention guidelines, the foiowing special education
records housed at the Murray Independent School
District will be destroyed:
Special Education due Process Records for students
who have attended schools in the Murray
-4s.lispendent School District and graduated in 2010
•
or earlier.

FULL-TIME position
available
in
Loan
Operations
Department at local
financial
institution.
Send resume to PO
Box 1300, Murray, KY
4.2 0 7 1 .
E0E/WFNet/Disabled.

FOUND (1) metal boat
dritking within KY Lake
near Hwy 147 river
crdising.
No
OB
enQne or anchor. No
ID ir on boat, nor display lights. Boat was
towed due to navigational hazard to a local
manna and displayed
in covered storage for
vietving for approximately 60 days. Boat
will be available for
viewing after proving
possible ownership ID.
(No Gawkers) Call 731226-3628 for appointment to view between
1011M-4pm
on
December 13 and
December 18. Security
docking, transportation
charges to dry dock are
dueeon this boat.

"ANT1OUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
LOOKING to buy lifting
weights. 270-753-5690

060
Help Wanted

DRIVERS: Immediate
Openings! Excellen
Pay,
Bonuses!
Comprehensive
Benefits incl 100%
PAID Health, Dental!!
1 yr Class-A w/HazTank Endorsement. 1855-584-8548
Want to Buy

Individuals desiring a copy of his or her records
before destruction must contact Carol Elder, Director
of Special Education, at 270-753-4363 no later than
Feb. 1.2016.
'

060

Help Wanted

kirillosces
Tappan Gas Range,
2 Rheen Gas Water
Heaters, Good working
condition.
270-29ii
5476

NOW HIRING
Local Driver position available
DEDICATED MURRAY RUN
150 MILE RADIUS

LARGE
SELECTION

Home every Night

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

Great Starting Pay

605 [South 1211

Benefits Available

INFINITY GROUP
is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in

TH Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
potions and companiet mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility; whatsoever for their
actkrities.

Murray Kentucky.
let and 3rd shift positions
are available.
Starting pay is $10.00 per hour.
Please submit your resume'to
bsmith@inf-grp.com.
Or call(270) 767-2518
to schedule an appointment.
Infinity Group is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen,
background and physical check required.

060

320
Anytime,For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR studio Apt. close
to Murray sq. $400
Month + $400 Deposit.
No pets. 270-761-7867
2BR Apt, close to campus, washer and dryer,
C.H.A. No pets. $400
plus security deposit.
270-556-7928
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070
2BR, 2BA duplex,
5600/mo. +1 month
security deposit, no
pets please. Available
12/12 Call 492-8566
after-6pm or 293-8566

I.

Online or In Print
eck the MulTay

ger & TImes For all
jour updates!

Starting pay rate: $9.13/hour
MANDATORY CANDIDATE
PHYSICAL AGILITY

Apply at www.murrayky.gov/jobs
Questions: Contact the HR Department at
hr@murrayky.gov or 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Thursday, December 17, 2015
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Home Delivery

Local Mail
(Calloway)

)mo.......- .$30.00

3
6 mo. -.-........$55.00
kyr. ----.-.$105.00
.$105.00

Rest of KYPTN
(Paryear& Buchanani

Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 MO.
6 me......-...-$%.00
.4145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

bVC

Name
Si. Address
0

VetY
Zip

ifate
Daytime Ph.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Mail this coupon with payment to:

S.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayiedger.com

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.

Residential & Commercial

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Houses For Rent
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
Very nice 3BA home.
Appliances and carNo
pets.
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Thank you for your business

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Caner et 121 S. &
10X10's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Real Estate
Murray Ledger Sr Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sub*ct to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrunination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intenhon to make any such preferences, limitations"or discrimination'.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milani,(703)648-1000.

WM. 1.11101,10
00•011,1041-•

1

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
4BR, 2BA with Ful
Basement Like New
Condition. stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
270-293$439,900
4602
Homes For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
480
Auto Parts

USED TIRES

490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Dulguld Drive
TDD 1-8011-545-11113 est
This iration re se eiplif3
opporareihiprovidar
awd employer
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TOO 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

E

We Finance

al Prop. For Rent

0..0004)...
4 Mer9 diristrnas to
Sa1/9
Friends & ramil9
Only $10.00 or $12..0o with

270-753-8964

DOG

Obedience.

www.glendhenmere.co
270)430-2858.

picture

Wish all of your Wands and family a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing
the notes, licking the envelopes, and getting
the stamps.(Up to 20 words)

(
4
13.,

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE

PULL COLOR]

Merry
Christmas to
all our friends
& family!

Call Nick! Peach at

270-753-1916
to place your Christmas
Greeting ad today!

From:
Your Family

Publish Date: Wednesday, December 23
Deadline: Saturday, December 19 at 5pm

Services Offered

Services Offered

530
Services Mired

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
WellPump SEVVIC.9

Gallirnore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Residential &
Agriculture/

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

ladeStr181/COmmettiaUResidential

James C. GaUlmore
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

GARY W DICK

(270) 759-0890

ELECTRIC
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Licensed &
Insured

•weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

270-293-3248
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

759-1151 •293-2783
193-2784
Hill Appliance
Repair
•Handyman Services
Serving
*Yard Work
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
'Pressure Washing
(270)226-0194
"Gutter Cleaning
Service on all
Goy 270-227-0420
major brands
Licensed & Insured

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

*Trimming

Over 28 Years
Experience

•Removal
-Stump Grinding
•Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839

Zazh 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al2kalefiliartatigge

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

A Classified

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

Dean E. Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9946

•Licensed & Insured

Call 753-5606

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Aies
Anima Soda•Avaddies•Mors& Aqui:wow

Well Drilling

11213
1.ake Property

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Available Nov. 27th.
907 B. North 20th St.
3br,2 1/2BA, garage,
Very Nice. 270-7535344

Sato]

STRANSWORLD&à

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

"ATTENTION SENIORS"

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

SUB-LEASING evolution village apartment.
$375 monthly. Starting
Jan 1st. Close to campus. Internet, cable,
utilities, W/D, private
bathroom. 541-5802928.

ORIENTATION
SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 2016
8:00 AM TO 12:00 PM IN PADUCAH

il
U9

I

Ned
Smart
TINA
Vie&
Thom

Annual Open Enrollment begings
Wrecked, running and non-running
October 15 thru December 1.
•
autos, batteries, and all aluminum •My Specialty: Medicare Advantage, Medicare
Supplements, and Part D drug plans.
•
KEY RECYCLING
For information contact
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
Ron Sallin- Local Agent #512946
Phone 270-210-2533
270-759-9894

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

The City of Murray is accepting
applications for a hiring list for.

FIRE FIGHTER TRAINEE

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO # 711

Help Wanted

AA about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

-CaT IIIN
BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRE

NICE large duplex,
2BR, 2BA, all appliances, no pets, $540.
270-436-5927 or 270978-2861.

060

Help Wanted
POSITIONS
avail
able-inquire within
Mature, dependable,
must love working with
the elderly and be willing to work. Apply at
1505 Stadium View
Drive, Murray EOE

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

(270)753-1713

Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
www.gregorylogistics.com

,

\lurrasIto

Gift to YOU
(thru December)
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

eek under 20 words
$19.00
3 Days u

20 words
$1

Murray L
es
270-753-1916

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)23-S686
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

iliMaces mond

Sarno* Offered

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Thorough Maids
20 Years Experience
Lie. & Ins.
references
For All Veer
Ckassing
Needs

731-571-6420

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

1 SA

RS"
egings
er 7.
e, Medicare
g plans.

.2946

RLD

Monday
Saari Saver
Tuesday
*edam:lay
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

MUM
414=0*f

GARLANt
RENTAL
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

Drywall. Paine%
Tao, Roaring. Decks

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

270-436-5956

Ali sizes evadable, call today
to reserve your storage unit

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-228-4504

270-753-2905

Fri. If aa.
Fri Ota.

Hill Electric

Monia.i.

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Mon. 12 pa.
Le. lp.m.
Weil. 12 pa.
Thur. 12 p.m,

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

MINI
IIISTORAGE
u11111
Ph
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Unita
812 Whttnell Ave.

753-3853

To Place An Ad Call (270) 753-1916,
email classified@murrayledger.com or
stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
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Vultures, for example, get pos- dots.
There is hope for this species,
itive spin from Birdorable, a
website that sells clothing and named for a 19th-century
other items with soft, rounded German naturalist.
While the refuge is on private
images of birds, she said.
On a recent day. Gudka was land, conservationists want to
walking with an Associated raise funds to buy it and create a
Press reporter toward a 1.2- conservancy backed by Maasai
mile-wide (2-kilometer-wide) livestock herders who could
cliff in Kenya's Rift Valley that benefit from any ecotourism
is home to the critically endan- while keeping a protective eye
gered Rueppell's species of vul- on the vultures in their midst.
"This area has so much potenture.
About 200 Rueppell's vultures tial beyond just vultures," said
were in the sky or in the cliff Darcy Ogada of The Peregrine
overlooking the dry bed of Lake Fund, a group based in Boise,
Kwenia in southern Kenya. Idaho, that seeks to protect birds
Researchers believe the species of prey.
Birds in this stark landscape
may have been there for centuries, ranging widely on forag- include the eastern pale chantiing expeditions. The birds, cir- ng goshawk, the brown snake
cling high overhead, were black eagle, the laughing dove, the
African mourning dove, the
augur buzzard, the lesser kestrel
Vitl.COME TO
and the blue-naped mousebird,
according to Ben Mugambi, a
X4/
4
#
Kenyan tour company operator.
Vultures get a bad rap because
THE EVERGREEN
STATE
they gather around the dead and
the. dying. In the poem
"Vultures," Nigerian writer
Chinua Achebe describes the
seeming contradiction between
a vulture nestling affectionately
with its mate in a tree and their
ghastly feeding on the eyes and
bowels of a swollen corpse in a
trench filled with water.
Vulture body parts are precious in traditional medicine in
parts of Africa. Some people
believe they cure disease,
increase children's intelligence
and guarantee success in business and gambling, making the
birds a target for poachers.
Threats also include poison
laid to kill wild dogs or other
mammals that attack livestock.
Additionally, rhino and elephant
poachers sometimes poison vultures because they circle above
carcasses, possibly giving away
their location to rangers. At least
1,500 vultures died in 10 such
poisoning incidents between
2011 and 2014 in southern
Africa, according to bird conservationists.
South Asian vulture populations are also a small fraction of
what they were, largely because
of feeding on carcasses of livestock treated with diclofenac, a
veterinary drug that is toxic to
vultures. Government bans .on
the drug, however, have helped
level those declines and small
increases in vulture populations
have been recorded in some
areas.
Mark Twain seemed to underthe misunderstood bird.
stand
MURRAY
In the passage that he wrote
after a sea voyage in the late
19th century, he noted that the
vulture that landed on his vessel
had "a business-like style, a selfish, conscienceless, murderous
aspect — the very look of a professional assassin, and yet a bird
1040• Murray • 270-753-1916
which does no murder." Ill

Conservation Letters.
But how many people really
care about such a creature?
MAGAD1, Kenya (AP) — Mark Twain saw one and
These are tough times for described it as having a "bald,
African vultures.
red, queer-shaped head, featherAlready perceived as ugly and less red places here and there on
saddled with being a symbol of his body, intense great black
death and decay in many cul- eyes set in featherless rims of
tures, their numbers are drop- inflamed flesh."
ping because of poaching, poiVultures are overshadowed by
sonings and collisions with elec- threatened "sexy, charismatic
tricity pylons and wind turbines. species" like the lion, rhinoceros
Four of Africa's 11 vulture and elephant, said Masumi
species were listed as critically Gudka, Kenya-based vulture
endangered this year on an inter- conservation
manager for
national "red list" of species BirdLife International, a group
under threat. The population of with branches in 120 countries.
seven of those species declined
"You have to be creative" in
by at least 80 percent in the past the hunt for an "innovative way
50 years, according to a study to sell the species that people
published this year in the journal think are ugly," Gudka said.

5
31

It

Give vultures a little love, conservationists say
CHRISTOPHER TORCHIA
Associated Press

By Dare Green
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Horoscope
by Jacqueline Bigar
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015:
This year you prove to be more inventive when approaching
your day-to-day life. You are capable of finding unique solutions. You might do some reorganization of your finances as
well. You could be uncomfortable revealing more of yourself
than you would like at times. If you are single, you might meet
someone who isn't as available as he or she leads on. Be
careful with your feelings. Get to know this person better. If
you are attached, your relationship demands some personal
one-on-one time. As a couple, delight in more weekend escapes. SCORPIO understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-DynamiC; '
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
**** Your unpredictability works in your favor. News from a
distance could perturb you much more than you had anticipatect.-.
In any case, you'll manage to create a lot of excitement. Be
pared to deal with a friend. Tonight: Walk the dog or go to tha,
gym. You need exercise.
TAURUS(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
**** Allow others to express more of their personality. You
might be weighing a different approach or attitude. You could be
amazed by what a loved one does as a gesture. This person will
be very imaginative, and you will be delighted. Tonight: Go alort
with the program.
GEMINI(MAY 21-JUNE 20)
*** Pace yourself, as your mind seems to drift to an unpre-,
dictable situation. You might not believe the effect that this mat-,
ter has on you. On some level, you could be quite amused. A.
matter invoiving your family will make you smile. Tonight: Know
when to switch gears.
CANCER(JUNE 21-JULY 22)
***** Your creativity helps stop any pending problems..
Someone close to you delights in having your attention. You can't
hide your caring from this person. Let your feelings flow, and you
will be a lot happier; there is no point in holding back. Tonight: Bti '
a little naughty.
LEO(JULY 23-AUG. 22)
**** A friend has a lot to share. Rather than make a judgmente
observe what is occurring behind the scenes. You might want to
build a relationship, but you won't be able to if the other party.
refuses to share. You can't force this person to do what you want:
Tonight: Happy at home.
VIRGO(AUG.23-SEPT. 22)
**** Speak your mind, and listen to the possibilities that others offer. You might feel as if you have few options until a patinae
or close loved one suggests one that is irresistible. Know that
there are solutions, but you can say "no" if you need to. Tonight:
Run holiday errands.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22)
**** Keep a firm hand on your budget. You might not have the
control you desire right now. Understand your limits and remain
centered. You have a strong sense of direction, which a key person often fosters. Use it now and clear up a problem. Tonight: In.
the holiday spirit.
SCORPIO(OCT. 23-NOV. 21)
***** You're on top of the world, looking at new possibilities.
When you awoke this morning, you might have thought you were
in a different realm. Take this energy and infuse it into your day.
Choose and use your creative thoughts well. Tonight: As you like
it.
SAGITTARIUS(NOV.22-DEC. 21)
**** You'll sense that there is more going on than what meets
the eye. You could try to find out what is happening, or you might
choose to ignore your intuition and see what results. Maintain a
quiet demeanor until you make an informed decision. Tonight:
Know when to vanish.
CAPRICORN(DEC.22-JAN. 19)
***** Zero in on a high priority. You can move in a new direction if you stay open and responsive. Others will understand your
decision. Allow more creativity to come forward. A friend could
play a significant role in your plans. Tonight: Go for what you,
want.
,•
"
.
AQUARIUS(JAN. 20-FEB. 18)
**** You have a way about you that draws many people
toward you. Your sense of direction delights a boss, but perriapa •
not a rival or fellow associate. Don't worry about a conversation •
with a very moody person; it has nothing to do with you. Tonight:
Out late.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20)
***** Detach, and you will see a matter with greater fullness.
You could be unpredictable with your spending. Slow down, and
you will make appropriate and sound decisions. You have mud).
more to offer than you realize. Tonight: Put on a favorite piece of
holiday music.
BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Sinead O'Connor(1966), painter Diego Rivera
(1886), singer Jim Morrison (1943)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at
www.jacquellneblgar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Leaking mitral valve can be
repaired or replaced

LOOklie Back
Ten years ago
Pictured is Callow ay County's
Jererme Bumpus as he attempts to
throw a pass around a University
School of Nashville defender during
the first half of the Lakers 67-35 victory aideffrey Gymnasium. Bumpus
scored a game-high 21 points.
Winners of the Main Street Merriment Window Decorations Contest were Jane's Attic, first; The
Bookmark and Head 2 Toe, tied for
setond and Yours, Mine and Ours
was an honorable mention.
Calloway County High School
senior Chelsea Darnell has been
named the district winner of the
"Voice of Democracy" competition
sponsored by the Veterans of foreign Wars(VFW).
Serving as hostesses for the November meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
were Patsy Tracy, Charlotte Barker,
Teckla Farrell and Betty Lou Farris.
'Umbers of the Murray High
School boys' golf team were recognized at a recent awards banquet
and include Tyler Boudreaux, Keaton Tate, Zack Newsome and Justin
Scott.
Twenty years ago
Viola Miller, dean of Murray
State University's Center of Continuing Education and Academic
Oat/each, has been appointed to a
cabinet position by Gov.-Elect Paul
Patton. Miller will. be appointed
Secretary of the newly-created Cabinet for Family,Child and Economic Security.
The Murray Rotary Club announced the winners of the Christmas Parade float contest. In the
clubs and organizations division,
first was Murray Kennel Club, second, Calloway County Humane
Society and third, The Downtown
Merchants Association. In the commercial division, winners were first,
Rim Milk Company; second, Kenlate Foods: third. Holland Medical.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lee Mackey of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Jake Tanner Mackey, born Nov. 17,
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former
Kelly Bolls.
Murray Middle School cheerlead-

ers competed in the first KA.P.O.S.
Middle School Regional Competition and placed second in the region
in the dance competition. Pictured
are Meg Farrell, Suzanne Chandler,
Wendy Logan, Laura Lee Hoover,
Aubri Stroud, Anna Urquhart, lessee Radke, Sara Grace Strickland,
Jennifer Delancey, Lane Dennison,
Amanda Howard and Jennie Colson.

Thirty years ago
Students in the Calloway County
Middle School health careers and
environmental education • classes
taught by *Peter O'Rourke and Stan
Waller have special residents at Fern
Terrace Lodge. Pictured are Charlie
Wade and student Will Gentry sharing an afternoon and Amy Haskins
and Tommy Vance talking with residents Sarah Bray and Luther Swift.
Pictured is Bill Koppenid standing next to Audra Moody, Frankie McNutt and Geri Anderson
who were honored for their sales
achievements.
Allen Douglas, a senior at Calloway County High School,is the first
player in the school's history to earn
first team Associated Press All-State
football honors.
Forty years ago
Guy Spann, Bailey Hendricks,
Loretta Jobs and Pat Mobley are
new officers of the Murray-Calloway-County Board of Realtors.
Renee Tobey,ajunior at Calloway
County High School, was elected as
secretary of Kentucky Beta Club at
the convention held Dec. 5 and 6 at
the Galt House, Louisville.
Fifty Years ago
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Knight.
Sweaters, pants and plain skirts
will be' cleaned for 49 cents at
Boone Laundry and Cleaners according to a recent ad.
Shay years ago
First Methodist Church will present Handel's "The Messiah" on
Dec. 11. Professor Robert Barr will
be the conductor.

DEAR ABBY: Every year
around the holidays, well-intentioned strangers wish me And my
family "Merry Christmas!" Even
though we are Jewish,I have always
regarded it to be a kind gesture to
spread good
cheer. I smile
and return the
greeting.
My children
have
asked me why
I don't tell
people we're
Jewish
and
that we don't
celebrate
Dear Abby
Christmas. I
by
don't feel I
Abigail
need to educate strangers
Van Buren
when they're
just trying to
be friendly, but my kids don't agree.
We've had several discussions
about being friendly and polite,
but still they ask if being Jewish is
something to keep secret or be embarrassed about.
I don't want to rain on anyone's
parade, but I do want to give my
kids the message that we are proud
of who we are. How do you recommend I handle this situation, because it happens a lot? -- JILL IN
SANTA ROSA,CALIF.
DEAR JILL: Explain to your
children that you return the greeting to be polite, not because you
feel beiticlewish is anything to be
ashamed of. iiits.,strangers who do
this are saying somethins.nice, and
you are returning the greeting.----..,.
However, the response to people to whom you are closer and
with whom there will be a deeper
relationship should be different.
To them, your children should explain that they are Jewish and that
you celebrate Hanukkah rather than
Christmas. When you're with them,
if they feel the need to assert their
Jewish identity, they should go right
ahead and do it.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My docDEAR ABBY: I have been with
my boyfriend for 16 years. Last year tor says I have a leaky mitral valve.
I found out be was married before I What does this mean? And does it
met him and still is married to her. need to be treated if it's not causing
He never told me he was married symptoms?
DEAR READER: The four
when I met him -- or at all. If he had,
valves of your
we wouldn't be together.
work
heart
His wife got ahold of me on Facelike one-way
book because she was looking for
swinging
him. I was in disbelief. We almost
doors: They
and
open
got married in 2007, which would
close in a perhave been bigamy. I have stayed
fectly timed
with him for the sake of our kids,
sequence to
but I'm miserable.
keep blood
I recently reconnected with a
flowing
male friend from high school. We
Dr. Komaroff through your
have been talking, but not romantiheart in the
by
cally. He knows my situation. The
right direcproblem is, he said that he had a
Dr. Anthony
tion.
crush on me back in school and still
Your heart
Komaroff
does. I have feelings for him, too
is a pump
four
with
more than just friendship. What do
I do? -- EMOTIONALLY LOST IN chambers. Oxygen-poor blood enters one chamber.Then it flows into
MARYLAND
DEAR LOST: I can only imag- a second chamber, from which it
gets pumped to the lungs. There it
ine the extent to which your trust
gets oxygen and returns to a third
has been shaken. What you need to chamber, and finally into a fourth
do right now is recognize how vul- chamber. From there, the oxynerable you are feeling. What you gen-rich blood is pumped around
shouldn't do is rebound from one the body.
relationship into another.
The "leaflets" of a person's valves
Because you are no longer hap- (flaps of tissue that make up the
py with your boyfriend, consult an valves) and nearby structures don't
attorney to ensure your children's always function as they should. Perfather lives up to his financial obli- haps because of the higher pressures
'in the heart's left side, the valves
gations to them. If you don't have a
there are particularly vulnerable to
job, start looking for one to supple- problems. That includes the mitral
ment the child support income.
valve, which separates the left upOnce you have established eco- per and lower chambers of the heart.
nomic independence, you will be in
If the mitral valve is misshapen
abetter position to judge whether or or misaligned, it can't close tightnot your old high school friend is ly between heartbeats. As a result,
some blood spurts backward with
your knight in shining armor.
each contraction.(I've put an illusDear Abby is written by Abigail tration of this on my website, AskDoctorK.com.) This backflow is
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
known,as mitral valve regurgitation
Phillips, and wasfounded by her -- or a "leaky" initial valve. It often
mother,Pauline Phillips. Contact creates a whooshing sound (called a
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com heart murmur) when heard through
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, a stethoscope.
Your doctor may suspect you
CA 90069.

have mitral regurgitation if you have
a heart murmur or symptoms of the
condition such as feeling breathless
or very tired. You'll get an echocardiogram, a test that uses sound
waves to create pictures of the heart
in action. It measures blood flow
back and forth through the mitral
valve as well as the diameter of the
heart at the end of a heartbeat.
In most people with a leaky mitral valve, the leak is too small to
cause problems. However, severe
mitral regurgitation can strain the
heart and lead to atrial fibrillation
or heart failure. Atrial fibrillation is
a rapid or irregular heartbeat. Heart
failure is a condition in which the
heart can't effectively pump blood
throughout the body. Medication
may ease the symptoms of a leaky
valve, but it can't correct the fact
that the valve leaks.
When mitral regurgitation causes
symptoms, surgery is definitely in
order. But even if you don't have
symptoms, your heart's left side
may slowly enlarge and lose its
ability to pump effectively. That's
why many heart surgeons say it's
better to fix the valve earlier rather
than later.
When possible, repairing the
valve is the best option. The surgeon may trim,shape or rebuild the
tissue leaflets and reinforce the ring
of tissue surrounding the leaflets.
Irreparably damaged valves may
need to be replaced, either with a
mechanical valve, or a valve from
a cow or pig. Their heart valves are
built much like ours,and can substitute for ours.
So, if your leaky valve, needs
treatment -- which it very well may
not -- there are effective options for
you to consider.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com,or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From lielolso
:Today is Monday, Dec. 7, the
341st day of 2015.There are 24 days
lett in the year.
tOn Dec. 7, 1941, the Imperial
Japanese navy launched a surprise
k on the U.S. Navy base at Pearl
r in Hawaii as part of a plan
re-empt any American military
nse to Japan's plan
of Southeast Asitin
raid, which claima
nitAMerican lives, prompted
e States to declare war against JaOn the next day.
;In 1787, Delaware became the

first state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1909, chemist Leo H. Baekeland received a U.S. patent for Bakelite (BAY'-kuh-lyt), the first synthetic plastic.
In 1965,Pope Paul VI and Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras I simultaneously lifted the mutual excommunications that had led to the split of
their churches in 1054.
In
1975, author-playwright
Thornton Wilder, 78, died in Hamden,Connecticut. In 1985, retired Supreme Court

Justice Potter Stewart died in Hanover, New Hampshire,at age 70.
In 1987,43 people were killed after a gunman aboard a Pacific Southwest Airlines jetliner in California
apparently opened fire on a fellow
passenger, the pilots and himself,
causing the plane to crash. Soviet
leader Mikhail S.Gorbachev setfoot
on American soil for the first time,
arriving for a Washington summit
with President Ronald Reagan.
In 1990,actress Joan Bennett died
in Scarsdale, New York,at age 80.

BABY BLUES®

1. The roots might be exposed to temperature changTRUE CUSTOMER SERVICE
Dear Readers: This week's SOUND OFF is a fol- es.
low-up to the reader letter complaining about American
2. Plant roots are not as strong as the plant; they
companies being difficult to engage with. I stated that I freeze,the plant dies.
thought differently from the reader,and it is easier today
3. Place pots on the ground, not on cement.
than ever before.
4. The bigger the better. Bigger pots hold more soil,
From Ann T. in Keizer, Ore.: "Many companies are which means more insulation.
FINALLY learning about pleasHeloise
ant customer service. I had a
PS.: We do not often get a prolonged freeze here in
problem with my favorite_ pickle
Sae Astenio. When we are expecting a "HARD" freeze
relish, so I called the nuifir on
(it stays for many hours), I cover as many plants as I
the jar. He (the customer • repcan move,and have been known
resentative -- Heloise) was so can! I drag in the ones I
glad that I had called. He even to make a "tent" over a group of the ones I can't.
asked for the lot number on the STORING BOOKS
Dear Heloise: What is your opinion of using rolls of
jar so he could notify their quality-control people. Later, he sent parchment paper to line the boxes that I will use to store
me a generous coupon to replace and move old books? I've heard that it helps prevent
the product. What more could I moisture accumulation. Can you help? -- Severn D., via
email
ask?"
by
Readers, let the companies
Parchment paper does resist moisture, and is used in
Heloise
you like know what's right and baking and cooking. Lining the entire box would have
wrong! If you complain, don't to be done to prevent moisture from seeping in. Or wrap
shout, whine or blather on and on. State the complaint each book.
and ask for a solution. Most companies want to make a
The real key is to store them in an area that is DRY
happy. A negative and unhappy one causes a (no basement or attic), cool and dark. Under a bed or in
lot of damage. Your friend gritches about a product or an extra closet is ideal. If the temperature and humidity
business? You will think twice before buying that prod- are all right for you,they probably are perfect for stored
*
uct or using that service. -- Heloise
books. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
NO-MESS ICE CREAM
Heloise
Dear Helobe: I love ice-cream bars on a stick, but I
P.O. Box 795000
end up with a mess, with the drippy stuff on my hand.
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
I now take a coffee filter and push the stick through it
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
and slide the filter up to the bottom of the bar. Now the
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
drips land on the filter, and not on my hand. -- Angie,
NO-FREEZE PLANTS
Dear Readers: Winter is here in parts of the country, via email
and on its way in others.
(c)20I5 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
Outside PUTTED PLANTS need a little attention:

customer

BLOND!E
I FORGOT TO GIVE YOU THIS
CAR PAYMENT FROM A PEW
q RAYS AGO
NO
PROOLEAL.
THESE
THINGS
HAPPEN

7 I'VE GOT A WHOLE STACK OF
,MAIL IN HERE I KEEP FORGETTING
TO DROP
OFF AT \
THE POST

Crosswords

DUSTIN®
WAITS..
YOUBOUGHT
NEW C141?I5TIM5
TREE LI6I1T9

GARFIELD 0
11'5 TIME TO
DECORATE
'THE TREEI

1/400H001

I'LL
HELP!

13 THAI
POSSIBLE?

ACROSS
Does a checkout job
1
6 Brusque
10 Mete out
11 Sung drama
13 France's longest river
14 Michelangelo statue
15 Bar bill
16 Genesis woman
18 Wedding words
19 Omitted, in away
22 Writer Stout
23 Copenhagen native
24 Steer clear of
27 Karate levels
28 Time in office
29 Auction unit
30 Stumbled due to
35 Chick holder
36 Singer Orbison
.37 "- had
38 "Keenr
40 Sly ones
42 Mosque features
43 Wide awake
44 Three squared
45 Circus structures

17
20
21
24
26
27
29
31
32
33
34
39
41
1

Puzzle
Monopolize the mirror
Beethoven's "- Joy"
Go to
Approach
Folding art
Gym patron's
concern
Zodiac cat
Most writing
One of Santa's team
Tennis star Chris
Breathers
Toe count
Bullring cry
2

3

DOWN
1
Bath additives
2 Dagger's partner
3 Suspect's story
4 Negative link
5 Soaked in hot water
6 Like some messages
7 - tree (cornered)
8 Comebaci
9 Prop for Poseidon
12 Cherishes

4

AWAY
DIG
SENOR
SPACE
BIOREN
SEDGE
AUSTERE
RUE
ISA
RUTGERS
L I TE
NEWMAN
ALAMO
BRAT
MIMOSA
LATERON
NIX
UKULELE
ASH
SHEDS
T IME
TENET
EANS
SENT
RACY

5

w

Saturday's answer
6

10

11

13

14

116

itr

PEANUTS
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15
19

24

25

7

9
12

21

22

23
27
29

30

31

32

35

36

37

38

39

40

33

44

34
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41

43
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aportamarrayiedgecca,
NCAA FOOTBALL

Turning points, season-saving plays define playoff teams
The Associated Press

Michigan State needed a miracle.
Hail hog helped Alabama get here. A
swat saved Oklahoma's season. Clemson turned away a late 2-point conversion that could have cost the Tigers
their perfect record.
A season filled with fantastic finishes helped shape the College Football
Playoff, even if it led to a sleepy selec-

tion Sunday.
Top-seeded Clemson will play No.
4 Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl in the
first College Football Playoff semifinal
on New Year's Eve. No. 2 Alabama will
play No. 3 Michigan State at the Cotton Bowl in the nightcap of the Dec. 31
doubleheader.
No drama. No complaints. Nothing
at all like the week-to-week mayhem
- with one once-in-a-lifetime-play

after another - that made the season
memorable.
In the end, the only real debate was
how to rank the top four teams.
Committee chairman Jeff Long said
that the Tigers were the clear-cut top
team in the final rankings.
Long said bumping Michigan State
past Oklahoma had nothing to do with
avoiding the possibility of having the
Sooners play close to home in the Dal-

las area.
"We first get those top four teams,
one,two,three and four,finished before
we do anything else," Long said.
And that was it for drama. A big difference from last season, when the committee had to choose from Ohio State,
Baylor and TCU,and ticked off the Big
12 by jumping the Buckeyes past the
Bears and Frogs in the final rankings.
For the playoff teams,a series of sea-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 73,
EVANSVILLE 54
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EVANSVILLE,Ind. - Murray State went on a 24-8 run to
end the second quarter to open
up a big lead on its way to snapping a five-game losing streak
Saturday as the Racers ran past
Evansville 73-54.
Trailing 16-14 early in the
quarter, the Racers (3-5) came
alive offensively and went on a
13-0 streak at one point during
the run as well. LeAsia Wright
sparked the MSU attack as she
hit a 3-pointer on three straight
possessions to push the Racers
in front for good at 20-18 with
7:50 left in the half. MSU took a
38-24 lead into the locker room.
The Racers were able to maintain and even extend their lead.
heading to the fourth quarter,
53-37.
Wright had a huge afternoon, pouring in a career-high
27 points on 9-of-15 shooting
and an incredible 8-for-12 from
3-point range. The eight 3-pointers is a new career-high for
Wright and is just one shy of the
school record. Ke'Shunan James
had a solid all-around performance as she scored 17 points,
grabbed seven rebounds, had
seven assists and a game-high
four steals. Kyra Gulledge added seven points and six boards
while Jashae Lee and Bria Bethea scored nine each.
The Racers had a strong defensive effort in the win,holding
Evansville (1-6) to just 40.8 percent shooting and 5-of-15 from
beyond the arc. MSU also had a
big advantage in turnovers and
points off of turnovers as they
scored 23 points on 19 Purple
Aces turnovers. The Racers had
a season-low 11 miscues in the
win and UE had eight points off
of those.
The Racers shot a season-best
54.7 percent from the field and
went 10-of-21 (47.6 percent)
from deep The Racers were
outrebounded by Evansville 3323. UE held a 15-7 edge in second-chance points in the contest.
Evansville was able to cut the
Racer advantage to single digits
just once the rest of the game,
58-49 with 5:13 left to play before Wright buried another three
and pushed the lead back to double digits. MSU led by as many
as 22 points in the second half.
MSU will have the upcoming week off due to finals week
and will return to action and the
CFSB Center Dec. 14 when the
Racers host Blue Mountain. MI
MURRAY STATE 73,
EVANSVILLE 54
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SaMrsley's Roeuft
At Ford Captor, EvensNIM,Ind.
MURRAY STATE (3-6): tato Wright 9-15 1-2
77, Ks'Shunan James 8-12 1-3 17, Areas Lee
4-7 0-0 9, Kyra Gulledge 2-5 3-3 7, Aloe Smith
1-2 0-0 2, Bea Botha 4-7 0-0 9, Blanca Babic 1-5 0-0 2, Jasmine Borders 0-0 0-0 0, Abria
Gulledge 0-0 0-0 0, Danielle Fisano 0-0 0-0 0.
Walt 29-53(547%)5-8)62.5%) 73.
EVANSVILLE (1-4: Sara Dickey 8-19 5-6 24,
Ashloy Hawkins 4-7 0-0 8, Kenyla Johnson 3-9
1-2 7, Camille Coleman 1-2 0-0 3, Laura Friday
0-2 0-0 0, Canary Whams 2-7 2-4 6, Kern Gasper 2-3 1-1 6, Erin Sinnott 0-0 0-0 0. Tows: 2948(40.8%)9-13(692%)54.
14 24 15 20 - 73
Moony Stele
15 9 13 17 Evemisille
3-POUT GOALS: Murray State (8-12,1se 1-2,
Bethel 1-2, Smell 0-1, Rabic 0-4); Evoneville
Mickey 3-10, Colonise 1-1, Gasper 1-2, Friday
0-1, Velhams 0-1). RESOUNDS: Murray State 23
(James 7. IC Gulledge 6. Lee 4, Bethee 2, Wight.
Smelt Betilc. TEAM): Evansville 33 (Rlesidna a
TEAM 7, Johnson 6, Clickey 5, Coleman 3, Friday
3, Simper). TOTAL FOULS(FOULED OUT): ROM
Stem 12 (nons): Evensvilie 13 (none). TECIONr
CAL FOULS: hate. ASSISTS: Murray Stale IS
7,Wright 4, Smith 3, Batik); EvarMalle 8
3, May 2,Johnson,Coleman,8M80888.
Murray Stets 7 (Junes 4, Wright, Sette Ei verievlao 7 (Johnson 4, MN"
SNOTS: Murray Slide
BLOCED
K
11.
WO; Everweelle 3 (WOWS.
11
eimmillltr). TURNOVERS: Murray Stets
11;
•

E

Aggl%

Alabama
The Crimson Tide lost to Ole Miss at
home in late September,a game that left.
Alabama uneasy about its passing game
and in need of help just to win the SEC
See Page 10

MEN'S BASKETBALL:
PURPLE ACES 85, RACERS 81,01

Evansville
outlasts
Murray St

MSU Sports Information
valve needs
very well may
ve options for

son-saving moments and turning points
have brought them two wins away from,
a national championship.

Racers' 18-game home
winning streak over
By JEFF ARD4Z
Sports Editor

DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State guard Gee McGhee attempts a shot over Evansville 6-foot-10 center Egidiju
Mockevicius during a non-conference game Saturday at the CFSB Center.

Evansville snapped Murray
State's 18-game homecourt winning streak with an 85-81 overtime victory at the CFSB Center
on Saturday.
The Purple Aces (7-1) won
a road game against the Racers (5-4) for the first time since
Dec. 21, 1991, when Evansville
defeated Murray State 87-80 at
Racer Arena.
On Saturday, DJ. Valentine
had 32 points and five assists
and Egidiju Mockevicius added
a double-double of 22 points and
12 rebounds to lead the Purple
Aces. They combined to score
seven points in overtime, when
Evansville held a 12-8 advantage.
"I thought it was a heck of a
college basketball' game. Credit
Evansville for making the plays
in overtime," MSU head coach
Matt McMahon said. "They are
II See Page 10

DAVE WINDER /
MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Justin Seymour reacts after draining his
third 3-pointer of the first half
Saturday at the CFSB Center.

BOYS BASKETBALL

Johnson scores 27 points, sparks Tigers pull
from
Calloway County's first win of year away
Eagles in
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

After being assessed a costly technical foul against West Creek on Friday
night, Peyton Johnson made a pact that
he would be better in his next game.
Less than 24 hours after being called
for the foul, Johnson was the reason the
Calloway County Lakers(1-1) won their
first game this season. He had a career
game of 27 points and nine rebounds
to lead the Lakers to a 56-41 win over
Paducah St. Mary on Saturday at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
After losing its entire team that
brought them the regional championship
less than nine months ago, Calloway
County has been in search of a leader in
its cluster of youth in experience.
On Saturday afternoon, head coach
Terry Birdsong found some hidden
gems, as Johnson drained four three
pointers, while Kamden Price added
nine points,three assists and three steals.
"Every win that we have this year is
going to be really special because we're
going to have to really earn it. Guys have
got to set aside personal goals and focus
on 'team above me.' I thought we put on
a really good display of basketball for
the most part," Birdsong said.
With a CCHS roster in search of personnel and identity, the Lakers knew
their chances to win their first game of
the seakin were favorable. But with the
team barely broken into the new season,
no one expected a win by a I5-point
margin.
"We thought we could win the game.
One thing I'm never going to do with
these guys, because of their youth and
inexperience, is try to figure out how
much we're going to win by." Birdsong

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Peyton Johnson
attempts a 3-point shot over a Paducah St. Mary defender in a game
Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
said. "Last year, if we beat a team we
felt wasn't that good by 14 points, we
felt like we should have won by 15. This
season, we'll take every win we can get.
If it's by one point, we'll take it. If it's by
half a point, we'll take that. But we con-

trolled the game and we didn't expect to
win by 15 points."
Calloway County didn't always have
the edge though. Birdsong was forced
into calling his first timeout just 3 minutes into the contest. Austin Hubert
scored eight of his team high 21 points
for the Vikings in the first 120 seconds
and the Lakers faced an early 10-2 deficit.
The huddle was all it took for Birdsong to captivate his players,resulting in
the Lakers reeling off 30 of the next 34
points to end the half.
Johnson worked his way inside for
his first rwo points soon after the huddle
before Jeremy Darnell and Price drained
back-to-back 3's for the first CCHS lead
at 12-10 to end the first quarter.
The Lakers did not look back.
After two long range shots lended
Calloway County the momentum,Johnson decided to follow suit in the second
quarter, when he scored 13 points and
made three 3-pointers. He missing only
one shot in the frame.
With Johnson commanding the offense, it was reserve Jonah Brannon who
kept the Vikings from drawing any momentum in a six-point second quarter,
boxing out his assignments while pulling down three rebounds in the game.
"Jonah's willing to do those things,"
Birdsong said. "He's hard on himself
and he gets down sometimes, but we
told him after the game that he played
really well. Isaiah Butler hasn't gotten to
play as much as he will, but it's all about
matchups. The bench is ready' when we
need them."
Logan Eastwood collected four of his
eight points in a hurry, with a 3-point

•See Pig* 10

second half:.
Staff Report
CORDOVA,Tenn - After cruising
to a 2-0 record in the first week of December, Murray High head coach Bart
Flener knew his Tigers would truly be'
tested in a road game at Evangelical ,
Christian on Saturday afternoon.
Tested,they were.
The Tigers played the Eagles to a
first-half draw, but eventually pulled
away for a 52-34 win that took all four:
quarters to achieve.
James Boone led the Murray High,
with 11 points and seven rebounds
while Duane Curtis added 12 points
and four rebounds. Bryant Foster
chipped in eight points, Ire Hornbuckle pulled down five rebounds,
Ethan Clark contributed six points and
Preston English finished with seven
points.
The first half was played to a 25-1
25 draw as each team scored the stuni_t;
amount of points in each quarter.
The Tigers controlled the tempo aftter that, resulting in a 27-9 run over
Evangelical Christian in the second
half.
Murray High shot 21 of 39(54 per;
cent)from the field but only converted
2 of 7 free throws, an area that Flener
has made a point of emphasis for ins- *
provement.
Murray High (3-0) travels to play
Graves County at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
before hosting a showdown with Pas)
ducah Tilghman at at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
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•Racers...
From Page 9

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & limes
Calloway County's Kamden Price drives to the basket on
Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

•Lakers...
From Page 9
..play off a double team that resulted in a layup and put the
.-Lakers ahead 32-16 at the half.
St. Mary finally found room
44) rally in the third period,
oporing as many points in the
third quarter as the Vikings did
Vie entire first half. A 16-10 run
sto cut-the St. Mary deficit to 10
&pints at 42-32 heading into
the fourth quarter.
or:
What the Lakers weren't
Able to do in their first game,
14)aey mastered in their sec.f2nd game. They learned how
to close out a victory, using a
'421.-9 run to finish their first win
.reenvincingly.
.„. Hubert's lay-in closed the
sap to single digits, followed
Ty a 3-pointer from Sake Nor-41S to cap a 7-0 run,cutting the
i4CHS lead to five at 44-39;
413ut the Lakers harnessed the
will to stop the Vikings from
letting any closer.
,^LS Callowaty County took 10
.free throws in the final period, but it was two steals by Ahreyson Burgess that really
helped the Lakers keep their
momentum, with both thefts

leading to baskets that increased the lead to 49-39 with
less than 2 minutes remaining.
Johnson gave a nightcap
to his performance in the final
minute; pump-faking his defender at the 3-point line before driving inside for his 27th
point before Burgess made his
final two free throws(5 of6 in
the game)for a 15-point win.
Birdsong's
postgame
thoughts were simple; it's all
up hill from here.
"If we play like we played
(Saturday), we could probably
win the region. We're going to
struggle some nights, but we
have a big upside. We have a
large room for improvement,"
he said. "Some teams look
really good in December, but
you don't really hear much
from them in March. I'm just
proud of the guys. They've
earned this and we've coached
them really hard. We expect
them to learn from playing and
we,thought we got that."
The Lakers (1-1) will have
a night to enjoy their win before being tested by McCracken County (3-0) at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday in their third game of
their five-game homestand.
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Stan

just SO efti,cient, offensively.
Thf Purple Aces shot 56 percent (32 of 51) from the field,
while the Racers were effective
with 51 percent(28 of 55)shooting.
The loss also stopped MSU's
eight-game winning streak
against Missouri Valley Conference teams.
Tied at 73 through 40 minutes, Balentine made it 80-77
with a jumper as 1:59 remained
in overtime. Two free throws
from Justin Seymour trimmed
Murray State's deficit back to.
one, but a layup from Mislay
Brzoja handed the Purple AceS
an 82-79 edge with a minute left
in extra time.
Evansville had its largest
lead of the game (85-79) after
Balentine sank a free throw and
Mockevicius hit two more with
7 seconds showing in OT.
"We wanted to dig deep and
win.I think this was a big learning experience for our team,"
Seymour said. "Times like this,
you have to dig a little deeper and do a bit more. Credit to
(Evansville), they got the job
done. We have to learn from it
and move forward."
The Racers had a chance to
win it in the final seconds of regulation. Jones, who led Murray
State with 21 points, stole the
ball from Balentine, raced into
the halkourt and fired a 3-pointer from 25 feet. The ball hit the
left side of the iron and bounced
away.
"When I stole it, I had a little
flashback to when I had a similar
scenario when I played JUCO.I
actually made that shot," Jones
said."As I let it go,I might have
gotten a little closer. I looked
up on the clock and there were
2 seconds left. I could have taken one more dribble, but it felt
good leaving my hands."
All five Murray State starters
scored in double figures. In adDAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
dition to 21 points from Jones,
Wayne Langston had 18, Sey- Murray State's Bryce Jones reacts after attempting a 25-foot 3-point shot against Evansville's
mour had 17, Gee McGhee had D.J. Balentine in the final seconds of regulation Saturday at the CFSB Center. The shot hit
12 and Jeffery Moss had 11.
the left side of the iron and bounced away. The Purple Aces defeated the Racers 85-81 in
"I feel like, now, guys are overtime.
starting to click, we're sharing
the ball and guys are scoring," nel. This was a game that we had paint - this one from Brzoja EVANSVILLE 85,
Jones said."We just have to fix to match up to Evansville's four- gave the Purple Aces their first
MURRAY STATE 81,01
Saturday's Result •
it at the other end of the floor."
lead about 30 second later.
guard perimeter attack."
At CFS8 Center
Seymour gave the Racers inThe
Racers
made
15
of
17
EVANSVILLE (7-1): D.J. Balentine 12-20 6-9
McMahon said the Purple
Mockevicius
8-10 6-7 22, Jaylon
32,
Egidiju
stant offense in the first seven Aces have the ability to score at free throws, including 8 of 9 in
Brown 3-8 6-6 12, Adam Wing 1-4 0-0 2, Blake
minutes. He scored 13 points, will.
the second half. MSU hit all six Simmons 0-4 0-0 0, Duane Gibson 4-5 0-0 8,
Mislay Brzoja 3-5 1-2 7, David Howard 1-1 0-0
helped by a 3 of 3 effort from
"We were up 21-8 and I knew of their final six free throws in 2, Harris Brown 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 32-57(56.1%)
3-point range, as MSU built a (Evansville) was going to score. the second half, including two 19-24(79.2%)85.
STATE (5-4): Bryce Jones 6-12
21-8 lead with 13:18 to go be- You're not going to stop that from Jones that tied the score at 7-7MURRAY
21, Wayne Langston 8-10 2-2 18, Justin
fore halftime.
Seymour 6-9 2-2 17, Gee McGhee 3-7 3-3 12,
team, you have to try to contain 73.
Jeffery Moss 4-10 1-2 11, Brion Sanchious 1-2
"I felt good. It was good to them by making their looks (at
McMahon said his team 0-0 2, Chad Culbreatti 0-5 0-1 0. Totals: 28-55
come out and see the ball go the-basket) tough," McMahon played hard, especially when (50.9%) 15-17(882%)81.
HALFTIME Murray State 43, Evansville 38,
through the net because I defi- said."We we're able to do that, Murray State was in foul trou- END
OF REGULATION: lied at 73. 3-POINT
GOALS: Evansville (Balentine 2-4, Simmons 0-3);
nitely have been struggling," early. They hit us with a 10-0 ble.
Murray State (Seymour 3-3, McGhee 3-5, Jones
Seymour said."But at the end of run to get back in it. From that
"We we're telling them to 2-3, Moss 2-8, Culbreath 0-2). REBOUNDS:
the day, we lost and we have to point forward, it was a posses- compete like crazy,just play the Evansville 31 (Mockevicius 12, Brzoja 4, TEAM
4, Balentine 2, J. Brown 2, Wing 2, Simmons
get better."
game and play smart when we 2, Gibson 2, Howard); Murray State 26 (Jones
sion-by-possession game."
7, Langston 4, Seymour 4, Culbreath 4, Moss
McMahon said Seymour
Duane Gibson produced six got to that point where Wayne 3, McGhee 2, Sanchious, TEAM). TOTAL FOULS
matched up well against the Pur- of his eight points during Purple and Bryce had four fouls," Mc- (FOULED OUT): Evansville 20 (Gibson); Murray State 19 (none). TECHNICAL FOULS: None.
ple Aces.
Aces' run. Mockevicius added Mahon said. "I think we did a ASSISTS: Evansville 21 (Brzoja 6, Balentine 5,
"Justin is going to play a lot the other four points.
nice job of doing so, especially Simmons 5, J. Brown 3, Mockevicius, Gibson);
Murray State (McGhee 5, Jones 3, Langston 2,
of minutes for us, but he was
Murray State led the entire at the defensive end."
Seymour 2, Culbreath 2, Moss). STEALS: Evansfantastic in the first half. He hit first half and had a 43-38 advanThe Racers are idle until Sun- ville 11 (Mockevicius 3, Balentine 2, Simmons
2, Gibson 2, Bitola 2); Murray State 7
some big shots and moved very tage at halftime.
day, when Murray State travels 2, Seymour 2, Jones, McGhee, Moss),
Evansville 3 (Mockevicius 2, Gibson);
well without the basketball,"
Evansville tied it at 53 on a to play a non-conference game SHOTS:
Murray State 1 (Sanchious). TURNOVERS:
McMahon said."We have mul- Salentine jumper from the paint at Illinois State on Sunday. Tip- Evansville 17; Murray State 18.
tiple lineups that we can play with 12 1/2 minutes left in regu- off is set for 3 p.m. at Redbird
based on the opponent's person- lation. Another jumper from the Arena in Normal,Ill.•
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From Page 9
West.

To fix the offense, the Tide
turned to Derrick Henry and let
the 240-pound tailback shoulder
the load. The junior had at least
22 carries against each of Alabama's remaining SEC oppo-

nents, including a whopping 90
in the last two games.
Against Michigan State, it
against strength.
will be
The Spartans rugged defensive
line with Shilique Calhoun and.
Malik McDowell stuffed Ohio
State and Iowa's running game.
"They're going to give him
the ball plenty of times," Michigan State coach Mark Dantortio

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT CERTIFICATES TODAY!

MEMBERSHIP
starts at$650
$50 OFF
if paid in full before Jan. 31.
,
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Cart rental plans and unlimited
range plans also available.

Now is the best time to
be a part of one of western
Kerrtudy's finest Championship
golf courses featuring Mini Verdi
Ultra Dwarf Bermuda greens. With
weekly senior league play, men's
night and junior programs,there's
something for everyone.
Amenities include:
3 large practice greens,
spacious driving
range, pro shop
and snack bar and
lessons available.

said. "We're going to have to Spartans,and no situation was as
dire as the one Michigan faced at
handle that."
To fix its Ole Miss problem, the Big House in mid-October.
The Spartans turned a
Alabama got some help from
Arkansas, which need a stun- botched punt into a last-play,
ning bounce-pass lateral play to game-winning touchdown at
beat the Rebels in overtime and Michigan. The play was dubbed
clear a path for the Tide to win Michigan State's Miracle, but
in some ways it symbolized the
the SEC.
Spartans' greatest traits. They
Clemson
seem to embrace adversity and
The Tigers tried to ease star delight in being the underdog.
quarterback Deshaun Watson
Those qualities should serve
into the 2015 season. The gift- them well against an Alabama
ed dual-threat quarterback was team that is favored by nine
coming off a major knee injury. points, but has rarely been chalClemson coaches knew Wat- lenged deep into the fourth quarson's wheels would be a weap- ter.
on, but it was one they didn't
Oklahoma
want'to use until it was needed
most - like in the rain against
The result is even more puzzling now than it was back in
Notre Dame.
Watson ran for 16 times for October Texas 24, Oklahoma
103 yards and a score in that 24- 17.
22 victory against the Irish in
There was nothing compliOctober, a win sealed when the cated about what went wrong in
Tigers defensive line stopped Dallas.The Sooners did not play
the Irish's tying 2-point attempt tough. They missed tackles and
with 7 seconds left.
blocks.
Down the stretch Watson's
Instead of allowing duit dud
running became an even big- to define their season, quarterger part of Clemson's offense. back Baker Mayfield rind the
He surpassed 100 yards on the Sooners went on a seven-game
ground in four of the last five winning streak, outscoring opgames.
ponents 364-136.
Making plays on the move
Still, if not for Steven Parker
will be critical for Watson slapping down TCU's 2-point
against Eric Striker; Charles conversion pass in the final secTapper and an Oklahoma pass onds to preserve a 30-29 win
rush that produced 3.08 sacks in late November, the Sooners
per game (fifth-best in the na- would not be here.
tion).
Clemson's talented defensive
and improving offensive
line
Michigan State
line will test the Sooners'toughNo team in the playoff stared ness the way Texas did. II
down defeat as frequently as the
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AREA SCHEDULE
SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
FS1 -VUlanova vs Oklahoma, at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
ESPNU -IP-Indianapolis at Purdue
FsN-Virginia Military at Butler
BIN -Western Illinois at Iowa
FS2 -- Brown at Georgetown
8 p.m.
ESPNU-Buffalo at Iowa State
8:30 p.m.
FS1 - Nary vs. Oregon, at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
NBA
7 sm.
NBA- Boston at New Orleans
NFL
7:15 p.m.
ESPN - Dallas at Washington
PREP BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
Huntington Prep fa Va ) at MontESPN2
verde (Fla.)
SOCCER
1:55 p.m
NBCSN - Premier League, Crystal Palace at
Everton
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 am,
SEC-SW at Texas A&M

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W IT
Pet
10 2 0 .833
liew England
7 5 0 .583
N Jets
6 8 0 .500
Buffalo
5 7 0 .417
Miami

Fr

irts Information
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cers 85-81 in
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Result
enter
Balentine 12-20 6-9
8-10 6-7 22, Jaylon
Wing 1-4 0-0 2, Blake
ne Gibson 4-5 0-0 8,
lavid Howard 1-1 0-0
Totals: 32-57 (56.1%)

Bryce Jones 6-12
8-10 2-2 18, Justin
McGhee 3-7 3-3 12,
, Brion Sanchious 1-2
i 0-1 0. Totals: 28-55
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W I• T
Pct
10 2 0 .833
750.583
4 8 0 .333
2 10 0 .187
South
W L T
Pct
Indianapolis
6 6 0 .500
6 6 0 .500
Houston
4 8 0 .333
Jacksonville
Tennessee
3 9 0 .250
West
W L T
Pct
10 2 0 .833
Denver
7 5 0 .583
Kansas City
Oakland
5 7 0 .417
3 9 0 .250
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pct
Washington
5 6 0 .455
Philadelphia
5 7 0 .417
N.Y. Giants
5 7 0 .417
3 8 0 .273
Dallas
North
W I T
Pct
8 4 0 .667
Green Bay
Minnesota
8 4 0 .667
Chicago
5 7 0 .417
4 8 0 .333
Detroit
South
W L T
Pct
x-Carolina
12 0 0 1.000
6 6 0 .5C83
Tampa Bay
6 6 0 .500
Atlanta
New Orleans
4 8 0 .333
West
Pct
W IT
Arizona
10-2 0 .833
7 5 0 .583
Seattle
St. Louis
4 8 0 .333
San Francisco
4 8 0 .333
x-clinched division
WEEK 13
Thursday's Result
Green Bay 27, Detroit 23
Sunday's Games
Arizona 27, St. Louis 3
Seattle 38, Minnesota 7
Tennessee 42, Jacksonville 39
San Francisco 26, Chicago 20, OT
N.Y. Jets 23, N.Y. Giants 20, OT
Tampa Bay 23, Atlanta 19
Buffalo 30, Houston 21
Miami 15, Baltimore 13
Cincinnati 37, Cleveland 3
Denver 17, San Diego 3
Kansas City 34, Oakland 20
Carolina 41, New Orleans 38
Philadelphia 35, New England 28
Pittsburgh 45, Indianapolis 10
Today's Game
Dallas at Washington, 7:30 p.m.
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland

PP
375
295
296
240

PA
247
248
278
300

PP
334
311
272
216

PA
196
240
291
347

PF
259
253
275
245

PA
305
264
341
296

PP
269
321
284
247

PA
210
240
314
324

PP
241
278
307
204

PA
267
302
296
261

PP
289
238
251
253

PA
238
232
290
315

PP
373
271
279
299

PA
243
298
257
380

PP
382
305
189
178

PA
232
229
257
291

1 7 161 243 3 9 263 330
Wed
Conference
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
7 1 252 139 12 1 443 187
Alabama
Mississippi 6 2 258 210 9 3 463 274
1.511
5 3 212 198 8 3 338 264
Mamas
5 3 275 241 7 5 422 333
Miss. Stale 4 4 210 208 8 4 396 274
Texas AIM 4 4 161 175 8 4 340 259
Auburn
2 8 177 229 6 6 326 328
Saturday's INN
Alabama 29, Florida 15
2915-16 110,111 MIMICS

& Caroline

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Today's Games
No games scheduled

lk

Laig Ganes
15 points,
1 rebound.
1 Mt
1 melt,
0 blocks
Salurdwr
vs. Denver

STANDINGS
ATUINT1C COAST
Mac
Callen=
Overall
W L PP PA W L PP PA
Clemson
9 0 349 189 13 0 500 263
Florida State 6 2 216 144 10 2 188 189
Louisville
5 3 208 200 7 5 346 292
NC State
3 5 219 237 7 5 404 285
Syracuse
2 6 202 266 4 8 327 372
Wake Forest 1 7 120 219 3 9 209 295
Boston Coll. U 8 73 147 3 9 206 183
Coastal
Conference
Overall
W L PP PAW L PP PA
N. Carolina 8 1 377 235 11 2 532 294
Pittsburgh
6 2 216 182 8 4 339 295
Miami
5 3 199 259 8 4 347 346
Duke
4 4 220 260 7 5 366 289
Virginia Tech 4 4 203 186 6 6 348 290
Virginia
3 5 217 233 4 8 309 386
Georgia Tech 1 7 188 250 3 9 351 309
Saturday's Result
Clemson 45, North Carolina 37
BIG TEN
East
Conference
Overall
r
W I PP PAWI PP PA
Mich. State 7 1 268 170 12 1 417 266
Ohio State
7 1 282 119 11 1 420 168
Michigan
6 2 256 168 9 3 367 206
Penn State 4 4 190 184 7 5 284 260
Indiana
2 6 281 317 6 6 434 445
Rutgers
1 7 170 334 4 8 325 419
Maryland
1 7 178 282 3 9 296 413
West
Conference
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
Iowa
8 0 253 153 12 1 417 240
Northwestern 6 2 148 162 10 2 248 197
Wisconsin
6 2 194 119 9 3 325 157
Nebraska
3 5 245 227 5 7 390 333
Illinois
2 6 135 203 5 7 272 279
Minnesota
2 6 194 239 5 7 271 313
Purdue
1 7 180 297 210 301 4,38
Saturday's Result
Michigan State 16, Iowa 13
CONFERENCE USA
East
Conference
Overall
W L PP PAW L PP PA
W. Kentucky 9 0 450 216 11 2 575 328
Marshall
6 2 259 133 9 3 391 221
Middle Tenn. 6 2 293 206 7 5 411 301
Florida Intl 3 5 216 270 5 7 306 358
Old Dominion 3 5 215 298 5 7 291 429
Ronda Att
3 5 177 201 3 9 270 345
Charlotte
0 8 140 310 2 10 210 435
West
Conference
Overall
W L PP PAW L PP PA
S. Mississippi 7 2 376 188 9 4 528 314
La.
Ric Tech
6 2 283 208 8 4 441 321
3 5 174 271 5 7 313 430
Texas-El Paso 3 5 138 214 5 7 248 395
Texas-SA
3 5 191 231 3 9 271 405
North Texas 1 7 146 312 1 11 182 495
Saturday's Result
Western Kentucky 45, Southern Mississippi 28
MISSOURI VALLEY
Conference
Overall
W L PF PAW L PP PA
Illinois State 7 1 273 142 10 2 424 237
N. Dakota St. 7 1 284 133 10 2 431 200
N. Iowa
5 3 239 131 9 4 400 251
S. Dakota St 5 3 194 126 8 4 341 208
W. Illinois
5 3 224 260 7 6 327 386
Indiana State 3 5 210 263 5 6 305 346
South Dakota 3 5 152 229 5 6 231 280
Youngs. State 3 5 217 192 5 6 323 254
S. Illinois
2 6 292 293 3 8 397 381
Missoun St 0 8 73 389 110 108 535
Saturday's Results
Illinois State 36, Western Illinois 19
North Dakota State 37, Montana 6
Northern Iowa 29, Portland St. 17
OHIO VALLEY
Overall
Conference
W I PP PAW L PP PA
Jan State
8 0 321 125 11 1 454 214
E. Illinois
7 1 230 158 7 4 266 266
6 2 287 221 7 4 390 370
UT Martin
E. Kentucky 5 3 254 192 6 5 333 271
SE Missouri 3 4 200 186 4 7 279 299
Tenn. Tech
3 5 187 287 4 7 254 395
Murray State 2 6 238 288 3 8 336 409
Tenn. State 1 6 157 228 4 6 246 281
Austin Peay 0 8 113 302 011 133 429
Saturday's Results
Jacksomptle St. 41, Chattanooga 35, OT
SOUTHEASTERN
East
Overall
Conference
W L PP PAW L PP 'PA
7 1 189 108 10 3 318 215
F I orida
5 3 183 159 9 3 318 203
Georgia
Tennessee
5 3 250 183 8 4 412 254
2 6 140 221 5 7 296 329
Kentucky
Vanderbilt
2 6 106 184 4 8 182 252
Missouri
1 7 73 149 5 7 163 194

(SIINSCt 111

mueeo

Dec. 1111Mose
CalebrallimIswl
MINN
NC MT (9-2) vs. Akan Stale (9-3), 11 am.
New Maio Bawl
albignaimias
Arizona (6-6) vs. New Mexico (7-5), 1 p.m.
(Egli/
Las Vegas Bowl
BYU (9-3) vs. Utah (9-3), 2:30 p.m.(ABC)
Camelia Bowl
Montgomery, Ala.
Ohio (8-e) vs. Appalachian State (9-2), 4:30
(ESPN)
Cure Bowl
Orlando, Fla
San Jose State (5-7) vs Georgia State (6-6),
6 p.m.(C8SSN)
New Orleans Bowl
Louisiana Tech (8-4) vs. Arkansas State (8-3),
8 p.m (ESPt4)
Dec. 21 Game
Miami Beach Bowl
South Florida (8-4) vs. Western Kentucky
(11-21,1:30 p.m.(ESP%)
Dec. 22 Games
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
Boise
Akron (7-5) vs Utah State (6-6), 2.30 p.m
(ESN)
Boca Raton (Fla.) Bowl
Temple (10-3) vs. Toledo (9-2),6 p.m.(ESPN)
Dec. 23 Games
Poinsettia Bowl
San Diego
Northern Illinois (8-5) vs. Boise State (8-4),
3:30 p.m.(ESPN)
GoDaddy Bowl
Mobile, Ala.
Bowling Green (10-3) vs. Georgia Southern
(8-3), 7 p.m (ESPN)
Dec. 24 Games
Bahamas Bowl
Nassau
Middle Tennessee 7-51 vs Western Michigan
(7-5), 11 am.(ESPN)
Hawaii Bowl
Honolulu
Cincinnati (7-5) vs. San Diego State (10-3),
7 p.m.(ESPN)
Dec. 26 Games
St. Petersburg (Re.) Bowl
Marshall (9-3) vs. Morin (6-6), 10 a. m (ESPN)
Sun Bowl
El Paso,Texas
Miami (8-4) vs. Washington State (8-4), 1 p.m.
(CBS)
Heart of Deltas Bowl
Washington (6-6) vs. Southern Mississippi
(9-4), 2:20 p.m.(ESPN)
Pinstripe Bowl
Bronx, N.Y.
Duke (7-5) vs. Indiana (6-6), 2:30 p.m.(ABC)
Independence Bowl
Shreveport, Lk
Virginia Tech (6-6) vs. Tulsa (6-6), 4:45 p.m.
(ESPN)
Foster Farms Bowl
Santa Clara, Cant
Nebraska (5-7) vs. UCLA (8-4), 815 p.m.
(ESPN)
Dec.28 Games
Military Bowl
Annapolis, Md.
Navy (9-2) vs. Pittsburgh (8-4), 1'30 p.m.
(ESPN)
Quick Lane Bowl
Detroit
Central Michigan 7-51 vs. Minnesota (5-7),
4 p.m.(ESPN2)
Dec. 29 Games
Armed Forces Bowl
Fort Worth,Texas
Air Force (8-5) vs. California (7-5), 1 p.m.
(ESPN)
Russell Athletic Bowl
Orlando, Re.
North Carolina (11-2) vs. Baylor (9-3), 4:30
p.m.(ESPN)
Arizona Bowl
Tucson
Nevada (6-6) vs. Colorado State 17-5). 630
(TBA)
Texas Bowl
Houston
Texas Tech (7-5) vs. LSU (8-3),8 p.m.(ESPN)

TIRE 84( REPAIR, INC.
1880 ST. RT. 121 SOUTH • MAYFIELD
270-247-5866 • MONDAY-FRIDAY 7AM-5PM
WWW.CASTLEMANTIRE
• Free rotation every 5,000 miles
• Free nitrogen with purchase of 4 Michelin or Cooper Tires
1\s• 570 Mastercard Reward Card with Purchase of 4 Michelin tires Nov. 16-Dec 13
• Free alignment check
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HOCKEY

NHL
EASTERN COMMENCE
Atlantic Dsion
W L OT Pts CF GA
Montreal
19 6 3 41 94 63
vs. Saatn
Sun atentiilli
15 8 4 34 71 69
D4I1T011
14 8 5 13 86 81
Ottawa
14 8 3 31 113 72
Boston
Dec. 30 Games
13 10 4 30 69 68
Ronde
Binningham (Ala.) Bowl
13 12 3 29 66 65
Tampa Bay
Auburn (6-6) vs Memphis (9-3), 11 UR
11 13 3 25 65 73
Buffalo
(ESN)
9 13 5 23 61 74
Toronto
Belk Bowl
Metropolitan Division
Charlotte, N.C.
W 1 OT Phs GF GA
NC State (7-5) vs Mississippi St. (8-4), 2:30
N.Y. Rangers
18 7 3 39 80 58
p.m.(ESPN)
18 5 2 38 79 55
Washington
Music City Bowl
N.Y. Islanders
15 8 5 35 78 67
NestrollM,Blow.
14 10 3 31 69 66
New Jersey
Louisville (7-5) vs. Texas AIM (8-4), 6 p.m.
14 10 2 30 61 62
Pittsburgh
(ESPN)
11 11 5 27 54 74
Philadelphia
Holiday Bowl
10 13 4 24 59 81
Carolina
San Diego
11 16 1 23 66 81
Columbus
Wisconsin (9-3) vs. Southern Cal (8-5), 9:30
WESTERN CONFERENCE
(ESPet)
Central Dhrition
Dec. 31 Games
W L OT Pts CF
Peach Bowl
Dallas
20 5 2 42 93
Atlanta
15 8 4 34 68
St Lows
Houston (12- vs Florida State 00-2), 11 em
14 7 4 32 69
Minnesota
(ESPN)
14
9 4 32 74
Chicago
Orange Bowl
Nashville
13 8 5 31 69
Playoff Set/Meal
13 13 2 28 76
Winnipeg
Miami Gardena, As
Colorado
11 15 1 21 75
Clemson (13-0) vs. Oklahoma (11-1), 3 p.m
Pacific Division
(ESP14)
W L OT Pts OF GA
Cotton Boon Classic
17 8 1 35 68 55
Los Angeles
Playoff Semifinal
14 12 0 28 70 68
San Jose
Arlington, Texas
13 13 1 27 74 85
Arizona
Alabama (12-1) vs. Michigan State (12-1),
Anaheim
11 12 5 27 55 68
7 p.m.(ESPN)
9 11 8 26 72 79
Vancouver
Jan. 1 Games
11 15 2 24 71 82
Edmonton
Outback Bowl
10 14 2 22 65 94
Calgary
Tampa, Rs.
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point Ior overNorthwestern (10-2) vs. Tennessee (8-4), 11
time loss.
am.(ESPN2)
Friday's Results
Citrus Bowl
Florida 2, Columbus 1,S0
Dr11111(10, Fla.
N.Y. Islanders 2, St Louis 1, SO
Michigan (9-3) vs. Florida (10-3), 12 p.m.(ABC)
Buffalo 5, Arizona 2
Fiesta Bowl
Philadelphia 4, New Jersey 3, 01
Glendale,kit
Calgary 5, Boston 4.01
Notre Dame (10-2) vs. Ohio State (11-1), 12
Edmonton 2, Dallas 1, OT
p.m.(ESPN)
Anaheim 1. San Jose 0
Rose Bowl
Saturday's Results
Pasadena, Calif.
Winnipeg 2, Washington 1,01
Iowa (12-1) vs. Stanford (11-2), 4 p.m.(ESPN)
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 3
Sugar Bowl
Ottawa 3, N.Y. Islanders 2, 01
New Orleans
Detroit 5. Nashville 4,01
Oklahoma State (10-2) vs. Mississippi (9-3),
Carolina 3, Montreal 2
7:30 p.m.(ESPW)
Toronto 4. St. Louis 1
Jan. 2 Games
Columbus 4, Philadelphia 1
TaxSlayer Bowl
Minnesota 3, Colorado 0
Jacksonville, Re.
Boston 4, Vancouver 0
Penn St(7-5) vs. Georgia (9-3), 11 am.(ESPN)
Tampa Bay 4, San Jose 3
liberty Bowl
Sunday's Results
Memphis,Tenn.
Carolina 5, Arizona 4
Kansas St (6-6) vs. Arkansas (7-5), 2:20 p.m
Chicago 3, VAnnipeg 1
(ESPN)
New Jersey 4, Florida 2
Alamo Bowl
N.Y Rangers 4, Ottawa 1
San Antonio
Edmonton 4, Buffalo 2
Oregon (9-3) vs. ICU (10-2), 5:45 p.m.(ESPN)
Anaheim 2. Pittsburgh 1
Cactus Bowl
Los Angeles 3, Tampa Bay 1
Phoenix
Today's Games
West Virginia(7-5) vs. Arizona State (6-6),915
Nashville at Boston.6 om.
(ESPN)
Minnesota at Colorado,8 p.m
Jan. 11 Game
Buffalo at Vancouver, 9 p.m
College Football Championship Game
Tuesday's Games
Glendale, Ariz.
N.Y. islanders at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Orange Bowl winner vs. Cotton Bowl winner,
Los Angeles at Columbus,6 p.m.
730 p.m.(ESPN)
Detroit at Washington,6:30 p.m.
Jan. 23 Games
New Jersey at Toronto, 610 p.m.
East-West Shrine Classic
Ottawa at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
At St.etersburg, Fla.
Arizona at St Louis, 7 p.m.
East vs. West 3 p.m.(NFLN)
Nashville at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
/4FLPA Collegiate Bowl
Carolina at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
At Carson, Calf.
San Jose at Calgary, 8 p.m.
National vs. Amencan,5 p.m.(ESP/42)
Jan. 30 Game
Senior Bowl
NBA
At Mobile, Ala.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
North vs. South, 1.30 p.m.(NELN)
Atlantic
Division
FCS PLAYOFFS
Pct c,s
W
L
First Round
9 .571
12
Toronto
Nov. 28 Results
/
1
2
11
9 .550
Boston
Western Illinois 24, Dayton 7
.476
2
11
10
New York
Chattanooga 50, Fordhain 20
1
2
5
15 .250 6/
Brooklyn
The Citadel 41, Coastal Carolina 38
11
20
.048
1
Philadelphia
Sam Houston State 42, Southern Utah 39
Southeast Division
Montana 24, South Dakota State 17
Pct GB
L
W
Colgate 27, New Hampshire 20
6
667
12
Miami
William & Mary 52, Duquesne 49
1
9
.591
13
Atlanta
Northern Iowa 53, Eastern Illinois 17
/
2
11
8 .579 11
Charlotte
Second Round
2
9 .550
11
Orlando
Saturday's Resifts
4
8
10 .444
Washington
Richmond 48, William & Mary 13
Central Division
Charleston Southern 14, The Citadel 6
Pct Gs
I
W
Colgate 44, James Madison 38
7 .650
Cleveland
13
Illinois State 36, Western Illinois 19
/
1
2
6 .647
11
Chicago
Jacksonville State 41, Chattanooga 35,01
/
1
2
7 .632
12
Indiana
North Dakota State 37, Montana 6
/
2
9 .571 11
12
Detroit
Sam Houston State 34, McNeese State 29
1
2
8
13 .381 5/
Milwaukee
Northern Iowa 29, Portland State 17
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Quarts-Muds
Southwest Division
Friday's or Saturday's Games
Pct Gs
L
W
Jacksonville State vs. Charleston Southern, TEA
4 .810
17
Antonio
San
Colgate vs. Sam Houston State, TBA
5
12
9 .571
Memphis
Richmond vs. Illinois State, IBA
5
9 .571
12
Dallas
North Dakota State vs. Northern Iowa, T13A
.476
7
11
10
Houston

PRO BASKETBALL

15
230 11%
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Iterlbiseel OMAN
Pet S
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Ni
100 12
S
Madam oty
2
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9
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9
12
Partied
421 314
11
11
klunsaals
381 4%
13
Nam
8
Pull% Disilea
Pet S
I
Ni
0 1.000
22
Golden Slate
10
11
9 .580
LA. CSIPPals
Ptioenut
11
13 .381 11111%
314 '16
7
15
Sacramento
150 16
3
17
LA. laliers
letilers Ilasuli
Washington 101 Phase 108
New York 108,%cot* 91
Detroit 102,111tosules 86
Atlanta 100,LA Labors V
Hon 100, WasIS
New Odom 114,(Awstand 10B, OT
Assults
Owspar 1011. M=105
GINN Oka 112,10uNdo 109
CANN§ 102,Mao N
Palm!166,Illmumcda 103
Houston 128.88cramento 113
Miami 99,(Aprolial $4
San Ardonio 108,1610on 105
Milvisulies 10I, Now York 91
IBM 122,Indians 119, OT
L.A. Clippers 103. Orlando 101
Sunday's Meal%
Memel* 95,Phoenix 93
Golden Slate 114, Brooklyn 98
Detroit 111, LA Leiters 91
104
Dabs 116,Waihi
Oldahorna City 06,Samosasis
New Orissa

mortal.=
sae Moab at Miladelplik pa.
Detroit Mt Cloolotle.I p.m.
LA Limos*NNW 6:30 p.m
MN Itra Nrk.6:30 Rm.
VamliAngloa at NMI* 6:30 p.m
Roods*Plow 7 pm.
LA Papua at Nemo* 7 sin.
Nan at Am Oderts,7 p.m.
Portland at 11111141%1Wk 7 IL111
Ism
Portland at Cievi
:nd,rp.m.
Golden State at Indiana,8 p.m.
Houston at Brooklyn,6:30 Pin.
Oklahoma City at Memphis,? p.m.
Orlando at Denver,8 p.m
Utah at Sacramento,9 p.m

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MEN
AP TOP 25 RIMED
Sunday's Results
1 Kentucky (7-1) did not pia" Next vs. Eastyin Kentucky, Wednesday.
2. Maryland (7-1)did not play. Next vs. UConn,
Tuesday.
3. Michigan State (9-0) did not play. Next re
Maryland-Eastern Shore, Wednesday& Kansas (6-1) did not play. Next vs. Holy
Cross, Wednesday.
5. Iowa State (6-0) did not play. Next vs. Buffalo, today.
6. Oklahoma (5-0) did not play. Next vs. No, 8
Villanova, today.
7. Duke (8-1) did not pity. Next vs. Georgia
Southern, Tuesday, Dec 15.
8. Villanova (7-0) did not play. Next: vs. No. 6
Oklahoma,today.
9. North Carolina (7-1) beat Davidson 96-65.
Next: at Truss,Saturdayy.
10. Virginia (7-1) did not play. Next vs. No. 20
West Iargnia,Tuesday.
11. Purdue (8-0) did not play. Next vs. IUPUI,
today.
12. Xavier (8-0) did not Pin Next YS. Wright
State, Tuesday
13. Gonzaga (5-2) did not play. Next vs. Montana, Tuesday.
14. Syracuse (6-2) did not play. Next vs. Colgate, Tuesday.
15. Oregon (6-1) did not play. Next vs. Navy,
today.
16. Vanderbilt(6-2) lost to No. 25 Baylor 69-67.
Next vs. Dayton, Wednesday.
17. Cincinnati (8-1) beat Morgen State 87-98.
Next at No. 12 Xavier, Saturday.
18. Texas AIM (7-2)did not play. Next vs. Kansas State, Saturday.
19. Arizona (7-1) did not play_ Next vs. Fresno
State. Wednesday.
20. West Virginia (7-0) did not play. Next vs.
No. 10 Virginia, Tuesday.
21. Miami (7-1) did not pay. Next vs. Florida,
Tuesday,
22. SMU (6-0) did not play. Next vs. Michigan.
Tuesday.
23. Providence (8-1) did not play. Next vs
Boston College, Wednesday.
24. Louisville (6-1) did not play. Next vs. Eastern Michigan, Saturday.
25. Baylor (6-1) beat No. 16 Vanderbilt 89-67.
Next vs. Northwestern State, Tuesday.

SPORTS HISTORY
DEC.7
1985 - Auburn tailback Bo Jackson beats
Iowa quarterback Chuck Long by 45 points kites
balloting for the Heismsn Trophy, the closest vote
in the 51 -year history of the trophy.
2014 - The first College Football Playoff expands the national championship race and prtiduces a final tour with niajor star power. 14iCk
Saban's No, 1 Alabama Crimson Tide vs. Urban
Meyer's No. 4 Ohio State Buckeyes at the Suva
Bowl, Marcus Manota and second-seeded Oregon vs. Jamas Winston, last season's Heisman
Trophy winner, and defending national champion
Florida State at the Rose Bowl.

Modern firearms deer season in the books
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We are supporters of Hope Center and New Pathway
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Brakes (with lifetime warranty)
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The 16 days of the 2015
Modem Firearms Deer Season
have come and gone. In its wake
are a few happy hunters, some
satisfied hunters and a lot of
hunters still scratching their
heads. Overall,the weather was a
tad on the warm side and the final
weekend was a washout,literally.
Still, Kentucky has put up some
In The Field exceptional numbers.
So far, Kentucky hunters have
By Kenny
taken 138,245 deer with the
Darnell
remainder of the archery season,
the late muzzleloader season,and
Outdoors
the free youth weekend still to
Columnist
go. Last year the statewide total
was only 138,899 so it's obvious that the state will
blow that number out of the water this year..The previous high was 144,409 in 2013 and that number is certainly within reach this year.
A lot of folks have complained that while the
statewide numbers are going up, the numbers here in
the far western end of the state are falling. The records
indicate a different story, however, as the Purchase
Region has increased steadily from 18,861 in 2010 to
22,337 in 2014. Likewise, Calloway County has seen
a steady increase from 1,355 in 2011 to 1,749 in 2014.
Currently, Calloway is sitting at 1,606 for 2915.
There is no doubt that Kentucky has a lot of deer and
that the herd is still increasing here in the west end of
the State. The ratio of buck to doe harvest is still running 57 percent in favor of the bucks so the antlerless
deer are not getting hammered too hard or so it would
appear. And while a lot of first and second year bucks
are being taken each year, there are still plenty of 2and 4-year bucks showing up in the harvest numbers.
Being somewhat of a skeptic myself, it almost pains
me to say that the deer herd in this end of the state is
doing quite well.
But that doesn't mean that things could turn around
or that deer numbers could be seriously low in some
isolated areas of the Purchase Region. The proliferation of pay-to-hunt deer camps can and will have an
effect on deer numbers in areas where they operate
depending on their management objectives. In most
instances, these commercial operations are keenly
interested in the satisfaction of the out-of-state hunters
who often are more interested in getting the most back
for their buck rather than the most buck for their bang

Large commercial operations can definitely have an
impact on the surrounding doer populations.
Also,as the deer herd grows,the propensity for disease increases. The prospect of a rapidly spreading
whitetail disease is in enhanced by the widespread
practice of supplemental feeding from late summer
through the season. Any malady that is introduced to
the herd will spread rapidly due to the concentration of
deer and their body fluids around the bait piles. Every
year there is a severe oittbreak of EHD or "Blue
Tongue" in a nearby area. This past year, areas of
Missouri were devastated by EHD.If Chronic Wasting
Disease ever gets into our herd and it will eventually
thanks to the state's complacency with commercial
deer farms and high fence operators who have been
linked to the spread of this fatal disease, Kentucky's
glory days in terms of deer production will be over.
The second duck season opened Saturday, Dec. S•
and will remain open through the end of JanuarP
Reports were varied from the big lakes as to the number of ducks that were actually using the lake. 0*
thing that is for sure however is that everyone shoul'''.
have sufficient water for their duck hunting ego:
thanks to last week's rain.
•
The late fall shotgun turkey season resumed oa.
Saturday, Dec. 5. and will run through Dec. 11. The
late muzzleloader season for deer will open Satwdarz,
Dec 12 and will run through Sunday, Dec 20. Also;
deer hunters may use crossbows through Dec. 31:.
Rabbit,quail,and squirrel seasons remain in force and
small game hunters must remember to wear the
required hunter orange during the muzzleloader sea:.
son. Bobcats may be hunted through Monday,Feb. 21.;
fur-trappers may also ply their trade through MondayTi
Feb. 29 and coyotes can and should be shot ye*
around.
Out on the big lakes, crappie fishermen are begirt:.
ning to report some good catches in both shallow an0
deep water over and around structure. The key worst
for fall and winter fishing is "slow." The fish, this time:
of ear. are a little sluggish so slow your presentati4
down as much as possible and be patient. With any,
luck there will be some ducks to chase when the seep;
son reopens and reports should be forthcoming. Eli:
very careful whether fishing or hunting on the lake
and rivers this time of year as a dip in the cold water
not a good thing.
WNW,

Opintonc expressed do not necessarily need
editorial opinion of the Murray Ledger & Mtn.
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Sights ofthe Season
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These are just a few
of the moments cap-

tured this past weekend as Murray and
Calloway County
plunged headlong
into the pageantry
and color associated
with the Christmas
season.
Ledger & Times photos by
DEBBIE BATTEIGER,
MORGAN WILLIAMS and
JOHN WRIGHT
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